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RALPH STRANGER'S
WIRELESS BOOKS

The Wireless Library for the Wireless
Enthusiast :

MATTER AND ENERGY .

ELECTRONIC CURRENTS
ELECTRIFIED MATTER
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRO-

MAGNETISM
THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS
BATTERIES AND ACCUMULATORS
SEEING BY WIRELESS (TELEVISION)
MODERN VALVES
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND

BROADCASTING
WIRELESS WAVES
HOW TO UNDERSTAND WIRELESS

DIAGRAMS
SELECTION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS

SOME PRESS OPINIONS
" The new shilling library aims at giving the wireless

enthusiast a sound theoretical and practical grip of his
subject. The author employs clear and simple language,
and starts practically from zero."-The Broadcaster.

" These books deal with a highly technical subject in the
simplest language which enables those who have no scientific
training to grasp the wonders of wireless, and assist the
listener to get the best possible results from a receiving
-Railway Review.

" The author of these new handbooks requires no intro-
duction to readers of World -Radio, already familiar with his
lucid and apparently effortless explanations of the mysteries
of electricity and magnetism, as -exemplified in numerous
articles published in these columns. The same style is
adopted and maintained throughout the books now under
review, with the inevitable result that knowledge of the
subjects dealt with is acquired by easy progression, and
with that degree of interest so necessary to ensure retention
in mind."-World-Radio.

ONE SHILLING EACH

WIRELESS :
THE MODERN
MAGIC CARPET

New and Revised Edition.
If you know nothing about wire-
less and do not even possess a
receiving set, this book will show
you how to provide yourself with
an interesting and absorbing hobby.
If you are a listener, but rather
weak on the technical side, it will
save you much unnecessary worry
and expense. If you wish to
experiment, this volume will pro-
vide you with valuable experi-
mental data. If you are an expert
and have to lecture, it will give
you some useful lecture material.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS:-
" Mr. Stranger . . . gives a simple,

yet authentic introduction to all the
mysteries,' and explains them away

in an exceedingly interesting and
readable way.. . . A book which
should go on every listener's book-
shelf."-The Star.

" A good book simply written."-
The Daily Mirror.

" . . . It will be surprising if such
an ably written book as this does not
find a wide sale."-Daily News.

" . . . Mr. Stranger has succeeded
in doing one thing that will endear
him to all students interested in elec-
tricity. He has succeeded in making
static electricity fascinating. . . . The
book should prove of great value to all
those who have a set or contemplate
the construction of one."-World-
Radio.

i . . . The subject, in both thee-.t

retical and practical aspects, is dealt
with in a lucid manner guaranteed to
inculcate knowledge without pains.!'-
Amateur Wireless.

3t6 nett:
By Post 112 each. By Post 3/9

On sale at all Newsagents, Bookstalls and Bookshops, or by post from GEO. NEWNES, Ltd.;
8-1z, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.a.

ALL ADVERTISEMENTS role HOBBIES " atimita ha _7. .z,aasa,a ADVEETISEMMNT DEPARTMENT, t.:EONGH NEWNES, LTD., 8-11,
601IIIIIMPTUN SILLET, STRAND, '..C.2. Telephone: TEMPLE BIM 7760.

.;rte
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Five Jolly Good
British Tools

665

Specially made for the handyman. Strong, reliable and
good value. They will do you good service for a lifetime.

A Small Saw
No need to use a huge tenon saw on
small work. Here is Hobbies Special
Saw which is ideal for cutting moulding,
strips, fillet pieces, or almost any small
work.

A Useful Plane
A metal plane is equal to a wooden one and certainly
much cheaper. Tne Hobbies No. to is a popular
tool for everyday use. Nicely finished and far
superior to the cheap continental planes offered.
It is 7ins. long and has a well -tempered blade.

No. 1 0 Plane 4fr
PostaRe 6d

.11

diIi

A Sandpaper Block
Every craftsman knows the need for good
sandpapering. This holding block grips the
paper tight in its spring steel handle. The
whole block is comfortable to hold and use,
and special strips of all grade sandpaper
are also supplied.

5in. Block Price 9d_ Post 3d.

Folding ift. Rule
This is a really workmanlike tool, with well
marked measurements and strongly hinged folds.
Marked off to y in. and folding into four to fit
the pocket. A serviceable tool for any bench.

$ I.

No. 0 1/3 No. 1 1/9
---

For Cutting Moulding
A cheap but reliable Mitre Block for cutting
moulding and strips for frame making. The metal
saw guides ensure an accurate angle. . Work up to
gin. high can be cut and a true corner made
quite easily.

1 Oin. Block, Price 2/- Post a.

Don't Fuy cheap
foreign Tools; it

doesn't pay.

HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, NORFOLK
LONDON: 65 New Oxford Street, W.C. ; 147 Bishopsgate, E.C.; 79 Walworth Road, S.F.
GLASGOW : 326 Argyle Street. MANCHESTER: 10a Piccadilly. BIRMINGHAM.:
9a High Street. SHEFFIELD: 214 West Street. LEEDS: 10 Queen Victoria Street.
SOUTHAMPTON : 25 Bernard Street. BRIGHTON 68 London Road.
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A Real Amateur's Polish
Why not finish off your woodwork jobs as a professional
would ? Any amateur can do it now that Hobbies supply
Lightning Polish. It's quite simple to use, and results are
guaranteed first time. Suitable for any wood in its natural
state. Finish all woodwork with it. There's none to equal
it. Full instructions for use supplied with every bottle.

LIGHTNING POLISH
A Complete

Outfit
Enough to do a large
number of lobs. A bottle
of polish, rubber. sand-
paper, staining crystals
in three colours, and full
instructions. Price 4/ -
Postage 6d.

Sample Bottle
A large bottle of polish
with rubber and full in-
structiois. -2.1 splendid
trial set to begin with.
['tire 21- Postage 4d.

The Real Stuff
The addition of Hobbies Lightning Polish
doubles the value of any article. it is speciallyprepared for the amateur and is already
very widely used by woodworkers everywhere.
Don't be misled into buying anything else ;
there is nothing to beat it anywhere

Ask for it at any ironmongers or
hardware stores From Hobbies
own branches or direct by post
from Hobbies Ltd.. Dereham
Norfolk

11

For all woodwork

FREE
An interestingleaflet on
how to french
polish free on
receipt of a
card to Dept.
P 1, Hobbies
Ltd.,Derehant,
Norfolk.

COUPON INSURANCE TICKET.
Applicable only within the United Kingdom.

GENERAL
ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE

Assurance Corporation, Limited,
Chief Offices-

General Buildings, Perth, Scotland.
General Buildings, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.

F. NORRIE-MILLER, J.P.
Director and General Manager.

To whom Notice of Claims under the following con-
ditions must be sent within. seven days of accident.

ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be paid
by the above Corporation to the legal
personal representatives of any person who

is killed by an accident causing material damage to any
passenger train in which the deceased was travelling as
a ticket bearing or paying passenger, or who shall have
been fatally injured thereby should death result within
one calendar month after such accident. Provided
that the person so killed or injured had upon his or her
person, this page, with his or her usual signature, written
prior to the accident, in the space provided below,
which, together with the giving of notice within seven days
to the above Corporation, is the essence of this contract.

This Insurance only applies to persons over 14 and
under 65 years of age, is subject to the conditions stated
above and contained in the General Accident Fire and
Life Assurance Corporation Act, 1907, and holds good
for the current issue only.

No person can recover under more than one Coupon
Ticket in respect of the same risk.

£100

Signature
This Coupon must not be cut out, but left intact in HOBBIES

as that, being dated, forms the only evidence of its currency.

BETALL
A vamabie Heaith Course and " Success and Popularity ''Courseincluded

FREE with Syst, ro, sent complete for 51- P.O. Or
FreeSTAMP brings Book with testimonials and Guarantee in

plain sealed envelope. WRITE NOW TOE
STEBBING SYSTEM (m.n.ra '0,

brings 3-5 inches increase, new "pen" Etna energy.

increased in 14
days or money
hue* : Phe amazing
dtebtirtg system soon

28. Dean Road. Lond,,. N.W.2.Your Height 11
WESLEY AIR
Marvelously
accurate for
target practice.
No license required to purchase.
Senior 45/-, Mark 130/-,
Junior 20/-, Webley Air Rifle 72/6
Write for List. WESLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
84, WEAMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

MAKE It' GRAMOPHONE
at Quarter Price.

Order set as shown. Double spring motor, 12 in. Velvet
Table, Swan Arm. Metal 5 .und Box, Horn, Needle Cups,
£1 -18. 0, or buy Rifancophone, Pedestal 3 ft. high,
complete for Et, carr. paid. ht torn 7/6. Repair parts.
Lists free. 64. p. 1931. Catalogue No. 220 with reduced
prices. Drawing and how to make Gramophones. 3d.
Estab. 26 years.

PORTABLE REGENT FTTT'NGS CO., NOI3BY,
GRAMOPHONe.$ LI/S. 120, O'd Street. LONDON, E.C.1.

CUT THIS OUT.
'HOBBIES" PEN COUPON. VALUE 3d. Send 5 of these coupons
with only 2/9 (2d. postage) d reet to the FLEET PEN CO., 119, 1.1 .!et

E.C.4 By return .) ou wa receive a handsome, lever self ILI rig,
FLEET S.F. PEN who sold go d nib fine, med.um, or t road), usua.ly
l0/0. Fleet price 4/-, or with 5 coupons only 2/9. De Luxe model 2/., extra.



A Miniature Microphone Button.
IT is not generally known that by means of a miniature

' microphone button obtainable from Economic
Electric, Limited, 10; Fitzroy Square, London, W., it is
possible materially to increase the efficiency of a wireless

circuit and effect a reduction in
battery current consumption. It
can be used as an amplifier, as a
loud speaker, and additionally, quite
a number of mysterious effects can
be produced. For example, one may
talk through one's chest, amplify
the ticking of a watch, talk through
a glass, convey sounds from ono
room into another, etc., etc. The
little button, which is fitted with
carbon electrodes, costs 5s. and

works in any position.

A New Gas -Lighter.
ANOVEL gas -lighter obtainable

from the firm mentioned
above is shown in the illustration
in the centre of this page;
a small switch is pressed and
operates a plunger. This estab-
lishes connection through an elec-
tric battery to a spongy platinum
igniter end which- glows brilliantly
and effects ignition. It costs
5s. 6d. complete with battery and burner.
The Moviescope.
ALITTLE attachment known as the moviescope,

which will fit over any standard size 3 -cell pocket
lamp, is provided with a good
quality lens mounted in a focusing
tube, and a length of coloured
film containing about forty dif-
ferent pictures is supplied with
it. By putting the lens to the
eye and switching on the light
the pictures are seen enlarged
several times their original size.
The attachment only, complete
with the film, costs 2s., but with
lamp, bulb and battery,

The movieseope. from the same address as men-
tioned in the first paragraph.

Vol. 71. No. 1844. Published Every Wednesday
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THIS WEEK'S CLEVER IDEAS

A miniature microphone
button.

The Autocharge.
THE little piece of apparatus shown in the diagram

here enables the user of a portable wireless receiver
to charge his accumulator from his motor -car lighting
set, either whilst_ driving or when the car is standing
in the garage with the engine
at rest. There are two plugs
to fit in the .car switchboard or
inspection lamp sockets and two
terminals to attach to the ac-
cumulator. The latter will
charge without any attention or
expense at the rate of 1 amp.
per hour. The size of the de-
vice is only 6/in. by 1 lin., and
may be obtained for either 6 -volt or 12 -volt sets.
This costs 10s. 6d. complete from the firm already
mentioned.

With this piece at aPParatus
the owner of a orrtable set cal
charge his batteries from the

motor -ear lighting set.

A Pocket Outfit for the Camper.
THE little pocket set shown in

the sketch below is made to
slip into the pocket of a sporting
jacket.  .The tin box cont ins a
collapsible primus stove with de-
tachable simple burner. wind-
shield, methylated spirit e -n, span-
ner and cleaning needles. The

A novel gas -light T. _ paraffin tank will hold half a pint..
-This costs 7s. 6d. from Messrs.

Blanks, Ltd., 303, Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.

" The Motor -Cyclist's Reference Yeas Book."
THIS handy compendium of everything the motor-

cyclist needs to know
about motor -cycles and motor-
cycling is now ready, price
ls. from all newsagents, or by
post for is. 2d. from the pro-
prietors of this joarnal. It
is the motor -cyclist's encyclo-
pmdia.

Shower Bathc. on L.N.E.R. Trains.
THE first hot and cold shower

bath to be installed on a
railway train has been fitted up
experimentally in a first-class
sleeping ear on the night Scotch express from King's Cro;;s.

A pocket stove for th
camper.
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OTES AND NOTIONS from our
Renovating Playing Cards.
WHY throw away your playing

cards when they are dirty,
and therefore unfit for card games.

They can be
cleaned and
made to look
as good as new
by the follow-
ing method.
Dip a piece of
rag in spirits
of camphor
(obtainable at
any chemist's),

flow to clean Planing cards and gently rub
with spirits of camphor over the sur-

face of the cards. This will remove
the dirt, and make them once more
presentable for card games.

A Simple Door -Opening Device.
A SIMPLE device for opening a

workshop or shed door when
one's hands are full is shown in the
sketch. A hole is drilled through
the door handle or knob, and a piece
of stout rod is passed through and
riveted on the side nearest the edge
of the door. At
the other end
of this rod is a
hole or loop,
through which
is passed and
fastened a long
piece of stout
wire. The other
end of this wire
is fastened to the
middle of a
treadle about 6in.
long and Sin. A sunniedodioropening

wide, which is
hinged to the door the same distance
in as the handle, and about 3in. or
4in. from the bottom of the door.,
When this treadle is pressed, the
handle is turned, and the door will
open. It will be readily seen that
the device can be adapted for use
with a common " lift latch."

Screwing Pipes_ into Tight Fitting
Holes.

DIFFICULTY is sometimes experi-
encedL-' when screwing two pipes

together, by
.not having
thenecessary
tool to grip
the pipe to
give the ne-
cessar
twisting
Screwing pipes

ACGL of me. into tigh-fating
holes.

I:1.00 <TO .0.0 00 o ooddoo .0 0000.0

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Why not pass it on to us? We

VVV pay Five Shillings for every it, m
put lished on this page. Mark your
envelope " Notes and Notions." 90

power. Obtain a small file, and
break off a piece about lin. in
length, and fix
it between the
pipe and a
spanner as /;____V`
shown in the -
sketch. The
pipe can nowbe turned
with the span-
ner, as the
piece of file An oil -can lamp.
stops the spanner from slipping.
An Oil -Can Lamp.
MERE is a handy little lamp that

can be made quite easily from
an oil -can. Cut off the tube, leaving
half an inch to allow a wick to be
inserted as shown in the sketch. A
lamp so made will give very good
results.
Flower Bowls from Gramophone

Records.
WORN-OUT

gramo-
phone records
can be made in-
to novel flower
bowls by the
following
simple process.
Place the re--

A flower bowl made from a cord into a
gramophone record. bowl of hot

water until it becomes soft and

The only Reference Year
Book covering every phase of

Motor -Cycling.
This book aims at being a comple'e and com-
prehe sive handbook for the motor -cyclist.
In its p ges will be found pie ails of all he
modern machines and accessories, mo or -
cycle Lyv, records in v rious races, its s nd
prices of Motor -cycles nd much other infer -
maim invaluable to the motor -cyclist.

TUE MOTOR -CYCLIST'S
REFERENCE YEAR BOOK, 1931

Compiled and Edited by F. J. CAMM.

One Shilling.
On sale at all Newsagen s and Bookstalls, or by
post 1i2 from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Sow/tan:Non St eel, Strand, London, W .C.2.

EADERS
pliable. It can tli' 11 be bent int.)
any shape required.
A Non -Slip
Clothes Prop.
INSTEAD of

having a
simpleV-shaped
notch in the top
of the prop for
the line to fit
into, it is an
improvement to
use a prop -head
as shown in the diagram. A
pin is passed through the notch,
thus acting as a lock and obviatiir4
the annoyance of the laundry falling .
in the dirt when the wind, acting
on the garments attached to line,
causes the line to lift.
AWaterproof Boot -Cover for Cyclists.
DURING wet weather the cyclist

often experiences the annoyanco
of wet feet. The attachment for a

hoot or shoe shown
in the sketch is a
good preventative
against the wet.
ft is made of
waterproof can-
vas, and is at-
tached to the boot
or shoe by means
of elastic bands.
When fitted, it is
completely water -

A waterproof boot- or tight, and enables
shoe -cover for cyclists the wearer to ride
a bicycle during wet weather, without
suffering the discomfort of wet feet.
Leather -Stripping Guide.
ODD strips of leather can often be

put to a useful purpose by con-
verting them into laces for shoes,
footballs, etc. It is difficult to cut
narrow strips of leather straight and,
to get over the difficulty, knock two
nails into the bench so that they
grip the sides of the leather strip.
Then stick a sharp knife through filo
leather a distance from the edge
equal to the width the lace is re-
quired to be, making sure that the
knife sticks firmly into the bench. By
pulling on the strip of leather the knife
will cut a clean and even strip. For
the next lac,e remove
one of the nails and
refix it close to the
edge.

Making
leather

boot
laces.
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WIREIESS NOTES.

ARMATURE. COME
COILS. ADAPTOR.

MAGNET.
r/B ea

Fig. 1.- The
gramophone

G
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KING A
AMOPHONE
PICK0UP

By J. H. Reed
THE essential component necessary for the con-

struction of the gramophone pick-up is an old
telephone earpiece, with magnet and- windings

intact. The other materials- required are a strip of
metal, a small square of tin. ebonite, a length of 4 B.A.
studding and nuts, a cone speaker attachment, a small
pio,e cl *in. vulcanized fibre, a 4 B.A. ,countersunk
screw and nut, and two small terminals. It is not possible
to give actual dimensions for every part, as the sizes of
telephone magnets vary somewhat.

The Magnet.
Dismantle the 'phone, being careful not to injure the

windings, and mark out the shape of the magnet on the
ebonite, allotting an overlap lengthwise of tin. (Fig. 3).
Mark through the holes in the magnet whereby the pole -
pieces and cells are attached and drill through'the
ebonite a *in. hole at each point. Also drill and counter-
sink a further tin. hole in the centre of the block and
screw in a lin. 4 B.A. screw. Drill two more holes to

take terminals and to
F/DRE, secure the ends of the

a windings, and then re-
ARMATURE- assemble the magnet,

using the ebonite block
BASE. as a base and with the

Fig. 4.-The armature supports. 4 B.A. screw projecting
downwards.

The Armature.
The next step is the armature (Fig. 2), and for this the

ineccano strip and cone speaker adaptor are required.
Enlarge ,the h9le near the end of the strip until it will
take the adaptor and mark off where the adaptor will
come. Now car, fully bend over this piece at right -angles
and solder in the cone fitting, afterwards cutting off any'
surplus.

. For the armature support two further holes must be
drilled in the ebonite. These should be kin. in diameter,
lin. apart and kin. from the edges of the magnet bobbins,
as in sketch. Cut two pieces of *in. vulcanized
fibre 1 yin. by 4 in. and drill, using the two holes in the
ebonite base as a template. Now insert a short length
of 4 B.A. studding in each hole in the base and screw
down, using a nut underneath and another on top in
order to obtain as much stiffness as possible. Thread a
further nut on each piece of studding and then slip on
the pieces of fibre, leaving a slight gap between them.
A further nut should now be added on each end of the
fibres (Fig. 4). Insert the armature strip between the
fibre strips, with the needle holder (cone adaptor) down-
wards, and push it back as far as it will go without
fouling anywhere. Mark off on the armature strip the
length of the magnet pole pieces, cut off the right length
and file out the inside, leaving a hollow square with
sides of the same width as the pole pieces. It is, of
course, necessary to remove the armature to cut and file.

- -
WANkirqy

simero5,4
ARMATURE.

FIBRE.

Fig. 3.-The magnet obtained from
tel receiver.

Adjusting the Armature.
Reassemble, adjusting the lower fibre block so that

its upper surface is a little higher (about 1/32in.) than
the tops of the magnet poles, and screw down the top
nuts fairly tightly- Upward adjustment of the armature
is obtained by slackening off the top nuts and tiAte- ing
the lower ones, whilst downwards movement is made by
slackening the under nut and tightening those on top.

A short
length of
round sec-
tion wood of
diameter suf-
ficient to fit
in ide the tone arm is drilled
lengthwise. slipped over the
4 B . A .

cct-sscrew alCready'."-111iII11117-
fixed , t o
the base a
and se-

CUT OUT TO
PIT POL ES

cured by
means of
a washer
and nut.

TO PIT
TO/YE ARM.

Fig. 5.-The comoonna parts of a
General Radio toe phone and the

method of assembling the magnet.

Testing the Pick-up.
The pick-up is now ready for testing and should be

slipped into the gramophone tone -arm. If possible a
plir of 'phones should be connected across the terminals,
as a better idea of the output can be obtained than with
an amphfier and loud speaker. If, however, 'phones are
not 'available, it will, of course, be necessary to use the
amplifier.

Adjust the height of the armature by the method
previously described until the greatest volume with a
minimum of chatter is obtained. Should there be a
pronounced resonance on any note, try moving the
armature backwards or forwards slightly. Should it,
however, still persist, a fairly thick layer of rubber
solution on the top surface of the armature strip will
almost certainly effect a cure.

A light cover should be made to fit over the mechanism,
either of light
card or alum
inium of the
shaving soap
container
quality. The
inside should
be lightly
packed with
cotton -wool.

Instruments constructed in this manner have proved
(Continued at foot of page 670.)

ARMATURE.

CUT AWAY
TO SUIT

POLE PIECES.
CONE SPEAKER
ADAPTOR.

SE7 SOREN
SURPLUS NOLO HANDLE,

CUT 4.TALV Fig. 2. The armature
ADAPTOR.
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A 1.7'1' 1ER.DRIVEN MOTOR
FOR A MODEL SPEED

GiffordW. S.

February 21st, 1931

#. ,
Fig. l.-Gcneral
arrangement of -----
elastic-drivep motor

in a sow" boat.

THE

one drawback to the rubber motor as used in
model aeroplanes is that it runs down in a very
short time. This in part is due to the small

amount of resistance offered to the propeller by the air,
an objection that does not apply with so much force
to a screw running in water, so that it is possible to
use a rubber motor for driving a model boat, if in other
respects it is designed so as to get the maximum duty
lout of the rubber.
The Gearing System.

Fig. 1 shows how this may be done. The idea is
to use ,two separate strands of rubber, geared together
so that they
may act as
one, and thus
operate as a
single strand.Fig. 1 winding3 key..-The

shows these
strands broken in the centre for economy of space in
the drawing. It will be noted that they are not quite
parallel, which would not affect the working, but reduces
the width of. the gearing at the fore end of the boat.
This gearing consists of two spur, wheels of equal size
running in bearings in an angle plate of sheet brass and
carrying hooks to which the rubber strands are hitched
(see A).

The Rear Gearing.
The gearing at the after end consists of the screw

----- .J<--------------
shaft running in double bearings, provided with a spur
wheel. in mesh with one of smaller size to which one
rubber strand is hitched (see B). Independently, a
ratchet wheel with pawl (see Fig. 2) takes the end of the
other strand, and has its pivot extended aft, and pro-
vided With a squared end for a cranked winding key as
Fig. 3.
The Starting Lever.

A storting lever as Fig. 4, operates a rod (shown also
in Fig. 1 C) that can be driven into one .of the four
holes in the spur wheel on the screw shaft.
Its object is to lock the screw shaft whilst

the strands are being
wound up, the star-
board strand being

0 r Fig. 4.-The self-locking by means
Of the ratchet wheel

Fig. 2.-The ratchet wheel with pawl

starting lever.
and pawl.

The Hull.
This part of the boat may be fashioned from wood

and the gears screwed in place, holes in the gear plates
for that purpose being made, as indicated in the
figures.

Toothed wheels suitable for this motor may be pur-
chased from firms specialising in mock' aeroplane
accessories, or may be had from a friendly clockmaker.

Carefully made, with all gears running freely. this
'motor should render good service, and its cost for
materials should be trifling.

MAKING A GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP (continued from page 669).
quite satisfactory, although possibly not as good as
expensive commercial makes. The total cost, however,
need not exceed 2s. 6d., as the most expensive item,
the 'phone, can usually be purchased for a shilling or
so from any wireless shop.
The Receiver.

When the telephone receiver available is of the general
radio type, a different method of construction is required
(see Fig. 5). In this case the magnet is of U shape and
has no separate pole pieces, the bobbins being slipped
over the ends of the permanent magnet, which is held
in the case by means of wax. It is only necessary to
gently heat the container to remove the " works."
Mounting the Magnet.

To mount the magnet on the pick-up base cut a slot
in the ebonite of a size that will just take the bend of

the magnet. A piece of Ain. aluminium, from an old
variable condenser end plate, is also slotted to fit over
the magnet poles and cut to the width of the ebonite.
Holes are drilled near the ends, corresponding holes are
also drilled in the ebonite, and the three parts, ebonite,
magnet, and aluminium cover piece, clamped together
with 4 B.A. screws (Jo nuts.

A strip of ebonite lin. wide to carry the tone -arm
adaptor should be screwed on, using the same screws,
as in sketch.

The armature and its support are constructed in the
same manner as in the other type of pick-up, and adjust-
ment is also carried out in the same way.

This type of instrument is slightly more difficult to
construct than that first described, but has the advantage
of lighter weight and appears', from tests, to be slightly.
more efficient.
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!RAF F
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EMBROIDERING in
raffia is one of the
quickest and effective

forms of decoration. The
riot of colour is almost limit-
less, and bold designs spring

to life with remarkable rapidity under skilful fingers.
Raffia -work is easy. and it also has the virtue of cheap-
ness. The raffia straw is sold in bundles and is of vary-
ing thickness, according to the
naturo of the design. Usually a
chenille needle is used. These
bundles, which cost only a few
pence, go a long way, and if
you lay in a stock of assorted
colours, you will find you have
enough for quite a number of
articles. Raffia canvas is usually
used for the foundation, and the
simpler designs for the beginner
are generally in various cross
stitch patterns. It is impossible
to go wrong with these : all you
have to do is to count the
threads of your canvas to keep
your cross-stitches even. There
are any amount of cross stitch
transfers to choose from, and
the two.colour scheme is the more effective for most
of them. Thus, blue canvas might be worked in yellow
and vice versa. Always work from left to right in cross.
stitch, and then back from right to left, so that you
keep your stitches uniform.
An All -Over Design.

Table mats of raffia are very effective. They are all
the better for being thick and solid, so every thread of
the canvas has its accompanying stitch. A striking
design can be produced in squares, worked in quarters,
with contrasting colours in each quarter, while the wide
border might be in the colour which is most predominant
in the room in which they will be used. The mats are
square, with oblong ones for the dishes. Always press
raffia -work on the wrong side with an almost cold iron.
Pad the ironing blanket, because, although you want
it fiat, the design should stand out. Felt linings are
best for table mats. They prevent discoloration by
heat, and they also cling slightly to polished surfaces,
so that the mats do not slide about. Also felt does not
fray, so the linings can be cut the exact size and over-
sewn neatly to the edges of the mats on the wrong side.

A Practical and Inexpensive
Hobby.

The Uses of Felt.
Felt ia used as much as canvas or crash nowadays.

It is so heavy and firm ; it wears for ever and cleans so
well. Table runners and centres look very rich in felt,
and providing the back is kept neat and free from ends,
they need not be lined. For the more intricate and
ambitious designs the raffia may be split, so that it
can be worked: in satin -stitch. By the way, raffia is more
pliable and easy to work with if it is a little bit dainp.
If the bundles seem very dry, dip them in water and hang
them up to dry an hour before you want them. This
can be done over and over again without harming the

raffia. Cushions are excellent
in felt, and far more comfortable
and inviting than those made of
crash. If difficulty is experi-
enced in getting a transfer to
show on felt, the remedy is
simple. Make your own design.
An interesting way is to cut out
flowers and leaves from cretonne.
Arrange them on the felt and ,
pin them firmly, then outline
them with tailor's chalk.
Cretonne colourings are usually
beautiful, so your flowers and

Designs handbags -leaves will be a useful guide
can be made with when you start the embroidery.
raffia as shown here.

flags of all Descriptions.
When making hand -bags, use

coarse canvas and have it two-thirds as large again as
you want the finished article. Choose your design and
fasten it firmly on the canvas, which has been placed
on a drawing board. Then outline it in quick drying
ink. Embroider it in satin -stitch, after which fill in
the background to the size and shape you require. This
can be done in diamond pattern or in a plain style with
long and short stitches, say five and eight threads of
canvas alternately. The strap should be worked in the
same way as
the back-
ground. The
border must
be worked
while the bag
is flat. A
loose lining
would be nice
in this bag.
especially one
of wash -
loather. To A may made wiA raffia,

(Continued at foot of page 672.)
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TI E GAME OF "SKYLL"
Fig. 1.-How the
board should bs

markzd out.

HERE we sug-
gest a novelgame,

which can b e
made quite easily
and cheaply, and
will amuse any
number of per-
sons, old or young.
To play the game,

- stand the guide at
any angle y o u
wish behind the

back line, place a penny or metal disc in the guide,
and let it roll out on to the board. The skill is placing
the guide to make the coin fall
absolutely in the square or
circle without touching the
lines.

All you require to make
the game is a baseboard
30111. long by 18in. wide, a
piece of white cardboard the
same size, two pieces of tin. by

stripwood 30in. long, two
pieces 17in. long, and three
odd pieces of wood for the
guide, two pieces fin. thick and one piece !in. thick.

Fig. 2.-The guide for rolling the
disc.

y E. Kerb
A novel and interesting game that is

quite simple to make.

The Board.
Commence by marking out the cardboard as follows :

Thin. from one end, liin. from each side, and 2in. from
the other end, and draw an oblong. Now divide this
up into lain. squares and circles, as shown in Fig. 1.
Line up fairly thickly with black, leaving the squares
white for the time being, the circles should be finished
in various colours. When perfectly dry, the numbers
may be painted on in black for the purpose of scoring.
The vacant squares should be filled in in black.

Next glue the card to the baseboard, press out all
air bubbles and put heavy articles on, to make it dry
perfectly flat. The stripwood edge should now be fixed
with screws to the baseboard, as shown in Fig. 1.

The guide is made by cutting two triangular
pieces for the outside fin. thick as shown in Fig. 2,
and one piece for the centre to the dotted line, measur-
ing 31in. on the vertical and 5:1 in. on the horizontal,
lin. thick; nail
these three
pieces together
firmly. The
woodwork should
be given a coat of
dark stain and
the board a coat
of clear white
varnish. ' Fig. 3.-How the game is nlaued.

RAFFIA AND WOOL WORK (continu,e1 from page 671).
join the bag, stitch foundation of the flowers is of stiff muslin ; cut them in
with the same raffia as rounds about the size of a penny and pierce a hole in the
for the border. centres. You need two rounds for each flower, and you

Zipp fasteners can can cover them with the wool in crochet or buttonhole -
easily be incorporated stitch. French knots are used for the centres. Attach
by way of a change all the flowers to wire stems and bind them all separately
from the flap and with green wool. The leaves are simply longer wires
press -fastener type. looped at the ends with enough wire left to go up the
Evening bags look well
in fine tapestry canvas.
Split the raffia as
finely as you can, so
that the pattern will
look like fine em-
broidery. Birds or
butterflies would be
very effective on a

.1 background of gold or
1-7 silver, If birds are

chosen, jewelled eyes
add to their beauty.
The gold or silver
should be applied, after

Table mats can be made as shown bu the design has been
using raffia worked.

Wool Buttonhole Flowers.
Brilliant posies for tho buttonhole are expensive,

because they soil so quickly, so it is useful to know how
to make them at home for about threepence. The

centre of the leaf. Twist tightly to the point and
break off cleanly. Then buttonhole with green wool to
the centre wire and this will form the veining. Group
the flowers artistically and bind the stems together.
Wool -Work Embroideries.

Wools are extremely easy to
work and they give a raised
effect that is very attractive.
I saw some dark brown cur-
tains worked with borders of
orange and red flowers that
looked very handsome.

The flowers and leaves

satiss so
sessempas

OOOOO rtes alsjukss
4114snsgs  4.2

NISI 4 le

were worked in buttonhole- Sues
stitch with huge flower Wifea 
centres in contrasting colours. all  .1 It was a bold design carried a ss
out in very thick wools
Garden cushions are useful
decorated in wool -work, be-
cause they wash and wear for ever.

isss
goo
Asa

How the raffia work is done
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HOW many boys, if asked how an aeroplane derives
its support when flying. could give a reasonably
clear answer ? It is hoped that all readers of

lloamks will be able to do so after reading this article.
In the case of airships and balloons, these simply float
in the air because they weigh rather les.; tiiaa the
weight of the air they displace ; but an aeroplane, being
very much heavier than air, derives its support in a
different manner.

The aeroplane is, of course, acted upon by the force
of gravity which unmistakably tries to bring the aero-
plane to earth, and it would certainly do so if there
were not another force acting in opposition to that
due, to gravity. The question is, " What is this force,
and how is it derived ? "
The Laws of Motion.

Before proceeding with the explanation we must recall
two of Newton's laws .of motion firstly, that to every
force there is an equal and opposite reaction, and
secondly, that matter (which, of course, includes air)
at rest will remain at rest until acted upon by a force.

Now turn to the &au m, which represents a flat sur- 
face (seen end -wise) inclined slightly to a stream of air
moving past it. It is not important whether the air
flows past the surface or the surface moves through the
air, the effect is the same in each case. The full lines
show the direction of the air stream without the fiat
surface, while the -dotted lines show the new direction
of the air stream when the surface (which represents
an aeroplane wing) is placed in the position shown.
The air, instead of going by in a straight path is deflected
downwards, or, in other words, the wing has imparted
a downward motion to the air. Now, according to
Newton's law mentioned above, a force must be acting
on the air to give it a downward motion, and .again,
according to Newton, this force must have an equal
and opposite reaction ; this reaction
being oppOsite therefore acts upwards
on the wit g and supports the ve,ght
of the aeroplane. It will be seen from
the diagram that the air passing over
the top of the plane is also deflected
downwards. In this case the air is
pulled downwards by the plane, and
the ever-present reaction, of course,
pulls the plane upward.

At first it seems hard to believe
that such large forces can be obtained
through the agency of air, but it
must be realized that an aeroplane
wing deals with enormous quantities
of air-it may be many tons per
second-and, of course it requires
just as great a force to move a ton of
air as a ton of rock, say.
The Angle of Incidence.

By increasing the tilt-or angle of

-Ir

Model Aeroplane Topics.

WHY AN
AF °PLANE

FLIES
By S. J. Garratt

incidence, to use the proper term-the air is deflected
more violently, or if the speed is increased, more air is
dealt with, the result in both cases being to increase the
lift beyond that necessary to support the aeroplane,whii h
therefore climbs to a greater height. Similarly, a des raai e
in either the angle of incidence or the speed will cause the
aeroplane to descend. If, however, the aeroplane falls
below a certain speed (usually about forty miles per
hour) the supporting force becomes so small that the
aeroplane becomes uncontrollable (it is then said to le
" stalled '") and falls rapidly. If the aeroplane is hi. h
up, this will not be a very serious matter, for speed and
control can be regained as the machine falls, but a stall
near the ground means a serious crash unless the emitie
can get the machine up to flying speed again before
reaching the ground.

The Force of the Propeller.
The forward motion necessary to cause the wings to

deflect the air downward is. of course. derived from the
engine and propeller. The propeller acts in a similar
manner by pushing large quantities of sir backwards,
the reaction on the propeller blades providing the force
which pushes the aeroplane along.

The angle of incidence of the wings is controlled by
the pilot by means of the elevators on the tail ; the
wings are rigidly fixed to the fuselage of the
aeroplane, but the whole aeroplane tilts to alter the
angle of incidence, which usually varies between 0 and
15 degrees according to, the conditions-i.e., climbing,
diving, and varying speed. The directional control is
carried out by the rudder, while the ailerons provide the
means for keeping the machine level transversely.

A flat surface is shown on the diagram, but in practice
the wings are always cambered or curved upwards near
the front edge.

This photograph shows a flying boat, Puss monoplanes
constructed of pieces of waste wood; these were made

a twin-eniine monoplane, a fighter and a day ly.mkr
Mr. J. G. Waller, one of our Hornser, Rise readers,
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STIVP..)

WOODEN BLOCK

A9PER STRIP

PUNCH '3132 STEEL.

PUNCH GUIDE

STRIP GUIDE

AN INGENIOUS
WIRE CONSTRUCTION

OUTFIT
Easily Made in an Evening.

y L. Wallington
LOCATING LINE

7.

ig'PRON cENTRE OP Fig. 3.-How the (Concluded from page 650, February 141h, issue.);ON STEEL PLATE

- . PUNCH HOLE holes are punched.

Flat Angle Pieces.
FOR bending these, another bending block can be

made with a piece of hard wood and some stout nails,
driving them well into the block as Fig. I , leaving one

of them loose, as it is on the outside of the wire shape
and will hinder the bending if driven in tight. When
bending the angles it is as well to keep your wire in a
fairly long length, gripping it about an inch from the
end with your pliers, turn it up square, then, laying it
upon the jig turn it round the pegs in the direction of
the arrow, taking care not to kink the wire as you
do so. Clip off the two rough ends and join with, a
ferrule. I have now given all the instructions neces-
sary for you to commence bending and making
all the building strips, and it will be quite
a simple matter for the young in-
ventor to design and bend any
other shapes he may need as he
goes along. In order that the
strips and angle pieces may be
erected to form your models, it
will be necessary to make use of
special brass washers ; of course,
the ordinary type can be used, but there is a
danger of the wire strips splaying out when
the screws are tightened up, and care would Fig. 1. --how the flat angle pieces Fig. 3), thus keeping them all cor-have to be taken to place the washer exactly are bent round the bending block. rectly spaced. After punching aupon each side, otherwise it would slip so it
is really worth while, to save time and irritation, to
make the little die with which to punch out the
neat, efficient washer designed for the set.

How Washers are Made.
In the first place, the washer is made as shown in

Fig. 2, with two lipped sides, which actually PLAIN WASHER.
clip upon the strip at any position quite securely, -,S2 HOLE
without any fear that it will s.ip wLen the model,
is Wit and working. When oLta ning the Irass
for these wasliers no not get it too thick or soft ;
what is known as hard brass is just the thing;
but it must be thin. To make the punch, Fig.
3, in its simplest form, you need a piece of thin
steel, say, about 'sin. thick and 2in. by I {in.
wide, and another piece of metal or hard wood /
to act as a guide for the punch. In order to form
a slot through which to slide the brass strip you
will have to separate the guide and the metal
plate slightly more than the thickness of the
material that you are using. Take a piece of the
brass to be used and cut off two pieces by
2in., and lay them along either side of the base
plate A in. apart. Upon these place a thick -

ness of paper, and again on the top lay the plate you
are using as a guide. Clamp them firmly together and
drill two holes large enough to allow a small wood screw
to pass through, and then screw them all down upon
a solid block of wood. The hole for the punch must
now be drilled in the centre, and as the screws in the
outfit are 5/32in. Whitworth, this hole should be made
with that size drill. Making sure that your brace is
quite upright, take the drill completely through the
plates and mounting block, afterwards opening the
latter to allow the small pieces forced through by the
punch to drop away.

Punching the Holes.
The punch itself can be just a short length of

ordinary steel 5/32in. diameter, or
if possible a piece of silver steel.
As these washers are fin. by ig in.,
it is a good plan to scribe a line
across the block from the
centre of the punch hole, so that
as you feed the strip through the
die and bring the centre of a hole
up to the line the strip will be in
the correct position for a fresh
hole to be punched lower down (see

CLIP HERE
AND JOIN

WITH FERRULE

TO Fa --
WIRE STRIP.--,

IYASNERS AS PIVOT.

2.-The above sketches show how the
washers are made.

(Continued al foot of page 676.)

number of strips, snip them off neatly with a pair of
snips ;. or if you possess a hand guillotine, so much
the better, as this is the ideal machine for the job.
Taking your pliers, it is quite easy now to turn up
the lip on the edge of the brass washer (see Fig. 4),
making sore tbst it is left wide enough to clip on your

ANGL4
11ASHER 

WASHERS
AS SLIDE
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Fig. I.-The
commutator.

GING DYNA,
H. G3°C.. enly (Concluded from page

644, Feb. 14th issue.).,.,... OOO O i  0*.  4.. fro 40. ,!.
Winding the Armature.

THE successful winding of the armature depends on
how evenly it is done. The amount of wire in
each slot should be the same, not only to produce

an even current, but to obtain an equally even mechan-
ical balance. It is obvious that at a speed of 2,000 to
3,000 revp. per minute an unbalanced armature would
soon shake the machine to pieces. The number of turns
in each coil is about 60 ; there are two coils in each slot.
The exact number must'be found by experiment on'the
initial coil, and before winding, all roughnesses in the
edges of the slots must be removed with a file. Further,
it is just as well to line the slots with strips of paper
to prevent the wire being rubbed bare by the metal.
These strips of stiff cartridge paper may be glued in
with shellac varnish. For the eight slots tfiere are eight
coils, but as each coil passes through two slots, only
enough wire in each coil to fill half a slot is required.
The drawing, Fig. 2, shows the whole set in diagrammatic
form. Starting with the first coil, the
beginning is made from the front .end of
No. 1 slot, round the far end back through
No. 4, across the front, down No. 1, round
the back end and up No. 4 again and so
on until the amount of wire decided upon
in the preliminary experiment is used
up. The beginning end of the coil is left
free to affix to one segment of the com-
mutator, the finishing end being attached
to the next segment. This is continued
all round the armature, the next coil going
down No. 2 slot and back through No. 5.
The " end windings," i.e., the parts of the
coils that pass over the ends of the drum,
should be pressed down as flat as possible. FLAW

Winding tl-e Coils. Fig. 8.-Brush gear arrangements.

Fig. 3 shows one coil only. The others are similar
and in sequence. There are several turns, the diagram
only showing the starting and finishing ends. It will
also be noticed from Fig. '2 that each segment of the
commutator has two wire connections, the finishing
end of one coil and the beginning of the next.

As the armature is fairly long, at high speed there will
be a tendency for the centrifugal forces set up to make
the coilwindings fly out of the slots. A couple of grooves
about ,a,Tin. wide and fin. from edge may therefore be
turned in the periphery of the armature drum so that,
after the coils are wound on, they may be bound up with

Figs. 2 & 3.-
Diagram of ar-
mature windings
and, above, a
single coil shown

separately.

about half a dozen turns of bare copper wire, soldered
up at the ends. This is shown in the sketch, Fig. 4,
with the grooves prepared before the armature is wound
and after winding. Before putting the armature into
service it should be steeped in shellac varnish and be
baked at a temperature not exceeding about 140 degrees
Fahrenheit in an oven.

A New Design of Commutator.
The commutator illustrated in Fig. 1 is of an entirely

new design, specially arranged for making up by an
amateur engineer. A piece of good bronze rod is turned
up to the section shown. It is then gripped in a ;; in.,
spindle between two washers of wood or waste insulating
material and separated by sawcuts into eight equal
sections. The two mica or bakelite insulating washers
which have been already turned up to fit the section of
the bronze commutator before it was split are then put
oq the shaft. -the segments laid in, the little filling washer

inserted in the centre, and the outer
insulating washer put on and then the
nut. On gripping up the commutator it
may not present such a smooth or regular
surface as it did before cutting into seg-
ments, but this can be corrected by
skimming it up on the shaft. The slots
may be filled with small sections of in-
sulating material of a heat -resisting char -

lc? ,, z ,a» acter. Ordinary fibre is no use for this.
Either mica or the compounds of mica,
which are marketed for this purpose,
should be used. Open slots are quite
alright for a time, but the tendency of
metal dust from the brushes to get in
them and cause short circuits makes a
filled slot much to be preferred.

The pegs in each section of the commutator are pieces
of screwed brass wire, driven up to the end of the short
threaded portions and cut off with an lin. or so projecting,
They are only intended to form soldering points for the
ends of the armature coils.
Armature Coils.

The ends of the armature windings should be twisted
together and not fixed up to the commutator until
the brush gear is made up and fitted. The commutator
can be then adjusted for position on the shaft at the
last moment. so that the coils in the horizontal position

erferes

BEFORE WINO/NC

Binding Wier.

BOurID ArrEff Miro, tVG
Fig. 4.-Showing how the arm-
ature windings must be bound to
prevent their spreading out when

rotating at high speed.

Fig. 6.-The field mag-
na yokes ready for

winding.

5.-Brass ends for
winding yokes.

Fig. 7.-Directions for field
winding.

LINE
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Fig.. I0.-The corded spring.

are being short circuited, and
thereby cut out of action, by
the brush gear bridging the two
adjacent segments to which
those coils are connected.
The Brush Gear.

While the nominal position
of the coil when the brushes are short circuiting is
as stated above, in practice a slight advance is
necessary to prevent unnecessary sparking. The brush
gear must therefore be arranged to rock

ightly and to obtain this adjustment the
gear is put on a frame which embraces the
shaft bearing boss: The extending arm
of this frame (Fig. 8) is bushed with
insulating washers, into which pegs carrying
the spring brushes are fixed. One end of
the frame is made longer than the other
to form a handle for operating when adjust-
ment is required. The clamping screws
are used to grip the brushes in any position.
The pegs should be extended through the
bush on the outer side to form terminals
by the addition of a second nut. On the
inside they carry the brush -holding blocks,'
the pressure being arranged for by spiral
springs, coiled up out of piano wire in the
form shown in Fig. 10.
The Fiald Windings.

The field coils or yokes are arranged
with brass ends (Fig. 5) which are soldered
in position before the winding is done and
before the magnet is built up (see Fig. 6.)
The winding yokes which are of rectangular bar should
have the corners removed to ease the winding -on of the
wire and also be taped with a layer of Empire tape before
the winding proceeds. The winding is best done in
a lathe (or its equivalent), the wire being fed on carefully
with an even tension. To give the magnets a good
finish the last one or two turns may be done in a thicker
gauge wire. All the wire should be double cotton -
covered and the coil, when wound, should be steeped
in insulating varnish and then baked quite dry.
The outer casing of thick wire preserves the inner

!or Wu

windings from damage and imparts a good appearance
to the model. When the windings are complete, the
yokes may be driven on to the magnet limbs and
riveted over.. A block of wood, turned up for the
purpose, or the armature itself with a protecting
layer of paper may be inserted in the tunnel to
ensure that the parts go together properly. The
diagram (Fig. 7) shows the direction of winding and
connecting up.
The Connections.

The dynamo should, for charging work
especially, be connected up in shunt, as
shown in the diagram, and while the field
windings can be connected up directly
to the brush terminals, it is much
better to take all the leads to a
switchboard and to arrange a- variable
resistance (Fig. 11) on this board in
series with the field magnet circuit.
This will enable the operator to regulate
the voltage of the current as delivered by
the dynamo.

refit
Boss

feel.*

aaiu.sany J/011

Two ,,.,,
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Screw
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Fig. 9.-Brash gear details.

Wire Sizes.
For the armature, use No. 24 D.C.C. wire. From

calculation, it would appear that 25 turns can be accom-
modated, about 4
yds., so about 21ozs.
should be purchased.
For the fields, No. 30
D.C.C. wire will be
ample, and about
3ozs. of wire will be ,a,,,./2,e i7eld

required. Fig. 11.-Regulating r.,Wur2

Residual Magnetism.'
As there is no appreciable field mag-

netism until the machine is working, it
may be asked : what starts the current ?
Once the field magnets have been mag-
netised a little of it remains and it is
a building up of this magnetism that
starts things working. The magnet should
be strongly magnetised at the outset from
a battery.

Res stance'

in field circuit.

AN INGENIOUS WIRE
wire strips, but not too tightly. The
screws and nuts for the set can be ob.
tained at any model shop, made up in
packets of one dozen, as can any pulleys,
gear wheels, etc., you may require. I
have illustrated one or two methods for
using the washers to act as pivoting
points or slides ; also, when cutting off
the washers it will be found quite a good
idea to cut some of them double (Fig. 2),
as these are required to form bearings
for spindles.

Model Making.
The model crane shown in last

week's is =tie, will give a great deal of
amusement, as small loads can be

CONSTRUCTION

TAP EDGE OF WASHER"
AGAINST JAW OF PLIERP.

Fig. 4.-The edge of the washer should
be held in the ;deers and turned up as

shown.

OUTFIT-(continued from page 674.)
easily transported across a wide room.
Taking a piece of wood for the base, the
vertical and inclined strips are secured
with wood screws, with cross pieces for
strength, double washers being used for
spindle bearings. To give greater rigidity
to the model, braced girders can be used
to replace the single strips ; whilst with
a little ingenuity the whole model can be
improved upon and strengthened accord.
ing to the outfit you have at hand. It
is a good plan to obtain a guide book
from a model stores of any of the con-
structional sets upon the market, and so
give yourself numberless designs upon
which to base your ideas and experi-
ments.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! All correspondence intended for the Editor or Advertisement Manager
MUST be addressed to "Hobbies," Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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CHEAP FRETWOOD
These parcels contain first quality boards planed both sides
to a beautifully flat and glossy surface. All the parcels are
standard in popular thicknesses and the parcels are real
cheap lines. By getting a stock now you are saving future
outlay.

3/I 6in thick 3/.6 feet

17--9 wide

Parcel No. 11
SATIN WALNUT i

fi

Parcel No. 4
ASSORTED WOOD

Wood, various 31-6 feet of

widths

E Parcel No. 2
MAHOGANY

(3t6t. thick 4/6i 9-11 wide

I Parcel No. 5
I

ASSORTED WOOD
9 feet of 4/6Wood, various
widths

Sent by post (A.
extra) diner from

HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, NORFOLK

/).

- , -

/6-

Have you tried
TRAYMAKING ?

Why not make some trays for your mother and aunts?
A complete parcel of wood, moulding for the edges,
handles, and a decorative transfer are supplied cheap
and reliable by Hobbies Ltd. All you want is glue
and some scrams to complete the job. Four sizes of tray
are supplied, each nee...I on... -,lets.

No. iiarcet
!Mahogany laced
plywood, 141in. x

1 1 1 bin. moalding,
handles and transfer.

Price 2/6
No. 3 Payee'.

Iltn:acedx 17it'ild:
moulding, I andles

I and 'rangier and transfer.
I Price 21 Price 3/.

Postage 6d. extra on each parcel.

No. 2 Parcel.
Mahogany faced
plywood, 19in. x
1 I lin., any mould-
ing handles and

transfer.
Price 2/9

No. 4. ParceL
Oak fared plywood.
20in. x 15in.,
moulding, handles

HOBBIES
PARCELS

Easy to
make

Complete
parcels
supplied

Obtainable from any
Hobbies Branch. Or
direct from Hobbies
Ltd., Dereham, Nok
folk. Send for a sam-
ple parcel to -day and

try one.

This is
FIGHTING

TALK

t.

If you're a drifter
won't read far in

is advertisement. If
you're not-if you
have the courage to
face facts - you will
want to know who is
responsible for your not
getting ahead faster.
We'll tell you. It's -
YOU. The man who
won't be beaten, can't be beaten. If you're a
drifter you'll always wish for success but never
do anything worth while to win it. The earth is
cluttered with that kind of man.

If you're a fighter you well set about doing
something. You'll get the special training
that will qualify you for a better position and
better pay.

In spare time, at home, you can acquire the
train* you need through the International
Correspondence Schools. Thousands of other men
have. lifted thernvlves out of the rut and into
well -paid, responsible positions by I.C.S. study.
Are they better men than you ?

The time for action  is thus minute. Find out
about, this practical educational method that lets
you learn while you earn. Mark the subtects
that interest you in the coupon below and post it
to -day. It doesn't put you under any obligation
to ask for hill particulars, and, if you wish, for
our expert advice-yet that simple act may be the
means of making your entire life happier and more
successful. Do it now !
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COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET
Internthonsi Corr-s:ondente Sti.00is, 1.1nited,

55 Inter..ationzl Bu Id iva, Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
Please send me . our Booklet containing tell particulars of the

Course of Correspondence Training Petofe which I have marked X.
I assume no obligation.

Accountancy & Bookkeeping [(Poster Designing
[(Advertising ['Poultry Farming,
[(Arcaitecture and Buildirg [(Railway Equip. & Running
LICoemistry [(Salesmanship
[(Commercial Art [(Scientific Management
['Commercial Training [(Shorthand -Typewriting
[(Draug..tsmanship Mhowcard Writing
Orrin= and Spanish [(Textiles
DInsurance [(Window Dressing
[(Mining [(Wireless Engineering
[(Plumbing [(Woodworking

[(Engineering, all brannes, state which

aProtossionai Exams., state which
The I.C.S. teach wherever the post reaches and have nearly 400

Courses of Study. If, therefore, your subject is not in the above list,
write it here.

Name Age

Address
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HOW COI MATS
A E MADE

An Interesting Hobby Requiring Few Tools or Materials.
Fig.4 -How
new yarns are

added.

i*
5) y " Home Mechanic "

STR/41Y06 YARMS.

Fig. 1.- A piece of
rope showing the

yarns.

t1.41141i

MAT making has always been a favourite hobby
with people of all ages. It is easy to do and very
profitable. Mats are always useful and in

demand.
It is surprising how few people have tried to make

coir mats. These strong and serviceable mats for the
front door or scullery are very easy to make, and only
a sail needle and palm is necessary for tools. You need
no frame or canvas, the mat being
entirely made by hand with the coir
or manilla sonnet.

Old coir or manilla rope can be
obtained very cheaply at any marine
store. From this you snake Bennet by one or both
of the methods detailed here. When sufficient
sennet has been made you sew it up into the
slope you require your mat to be.
Tw-) M2thods of Making Sennet.

The two methods described enable the reader
to make sennet quickly and easily.

The first is by plaiting five yarns together
in one continuous strip.

Cut a piece of rope into 2ft. lengths and
separate the three strands by untwisting
them. Now take one of these strands and
carefully twist out the yarns from it. Do not
let the yarns fray out. Take five yarns and
tie one end of each together, as in Fig. 2.
Look at Fig. 3 and follow the movements Fig. 7.-Sennet seam to.
closely. Study this well, because this sennet
is only a repetition all the time. Once you
have become accustomed to the movement
you will be able to gather speed and make
the sennet quickly and neatly.
Adding New Yarns.

It is better to make the yarns of uneven
length at the start, and then -you can add
the new yarns evenly throughout the making
of the sennet. When adding a new yarn,
leave an inch or two for cutting off when you
have the remainder well plaited in. See Fig. 4

Fig. 6.-The
E -F is a

/V 9
45En PICT

piece marked
new yarn.

for the method of adding yarns. The second type is also
easy to make and, perhaps, quicker. The rope should
be cut into 41 -in. lengths and the strands teased out into
yarns. When you have a good number of yarns ready,
pick up three of them and place in the manner shown

in Fig. 5. Now follow carefully the movements.
Bring A over B and under C, then over D. Now
bring B over C and under D. Take a fresh yarn,

place on C and under D. Twist top
half of new yarn with C and bring
it over D, and under bottom half of
new yarn. You will then have two
ends pointing to your right, as in
Fig. 6. E -F is anew yarn. G H are the

two ends sticking out from your sennet. Give
E.G a twist together and bring down over H and
under F. You will now notice that H has be -

F. G and F becomes H. Every new yarn
you add becomes E -F. You carry on in this
way until you have enough Bennet to make
your mat. To finish off this sennet all you do
is to knot G and H together.

P49 2
&stover

gether for mat making.

Fig. 2.-Five earns tied
together.

Fig. 3.-Sennet can be Made by, following the movements shown above.

14=111.mbl
I I' t 1$ I. CI I I ),i1

N.

Mat Making.
And now we come to the mat making. So

far, manual methods only have been described
and no tools have been required.

A sail needle and palm, together with some
sail twine, are now required to sew the sennet
up into a mat.

If a front -door mat is desired, Nos. 1 and
2 sennets shoUld have been made. Take one
end of each and sew together for 6in., as in
Fig. 7. Now bend -them back and sew again.
Do this about four times and then carry both
sennets right round, sewing them all together
as you go along. The mat will then begin to
take shape and size. You can make the
shape you desire by sewing the sonnets on
the end or sides. Oval or round mats can be
made if you start in the way you want the
mat ,to shape.

a
1

C I

1

Fig. 5. -Another method of making sennet.
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A Hobbies fireplace screen
design with beaaing and
ornament used in its

decoration.

DECO ATING WOODWO K
Woodworkers should know of the ornamental
moulding and wide range of carved ornaments
with which they can so easily decorate every
class of work. This article tells you how they

are used and applied.

OD ERN wood-
work is probably
not so ornate or

ornamented as it was
during the last century.
The wonderful carvings
and decorated work
handed down to us have
given place to more
simple, and perhaps
more dignified, ex-
amples of woodwork.
Carvings and ornaments
are still used very large-
ly, but only as a plain

decor ttion. In spite of this, carving itself has very
largely declined as a pastime, and this is probably
due t3 the fact that the woodworker can now obtain so
chest -31y all the ornamental carvings he requires..
Mod trn machinery has been applied to woodwork and
designing, and in consequence even the amateur crafts-
man can now buy his accessories at an absurdly cheap
price, and so add artistic finishes to his work. Fancy
bead ng of all kinds is obtainable in strips of any length.
small moulding is supplied shaped to be suitable for any
class of work, whilst there is an almost endless range of

turned wooden ornaments which
add just that touch of distinction
of which every worker is proud.

We illustrate an assortment of
moulding and beading specially
supplied for the amateur by
Hobbieg Ltd., and full particulars

of prices, sizes,
etc., are given intheir 1931
General Cata-
logue. The plain
b all moulding

MINN .11O11

A. B.

Fig. 1.-Two ways of cutting
the beading for a corner joint.

Fig. 2.-11 the beading
does not measure to the
corner properly. put in,

little blocks and glue the
beading close to it.

Fig. 3. --Some bead-
ing is supplied cut to fit

into corner angles. It is illdstrated
in position here on a box lid.

is obtainable half round and quarter round, both in a
number of sizes. The " ball and sausage " has an
equally wide range of usefulness, whilst the twist beading
is added to certain work in keeping with its style. These
turnings can be used to decorate all kinds of work, and
a glance at some of the fretwork articles readily suggests
the range of their decoration. A single instance is
given herewith in the firescreen, where it can be seen
glued round the outer edge.

The turnings are easily cut, because they are made

from soft wood,
whilst being
white they can
be stained down
to match almost
any shade of work being undertaken. If the moulding
is fitted between two other parts it can be cut straight
to the lengths
required, b u t
if it has to
form a panel
on its own a
right-angle
must be made
by cutting at
a suitable
point. T w o
examples are
given at Fig. Fig. 5.-Small flat
1, where (A) ponds or frames like this.

moulding is used to form `I
the strip is 11

simply sawn and turned
round, and (B) where it
is cut across at an angle
of 45 degrees to form a
continuous pattern.
Another plan is given at -
Fig. 2, where little Fig. 6.-Another methodblocks are put in at the in which the drop mould ng
corners and the beading is used in decoration.
glued up to them. This is often helpful if the beading
must be in a certain position, but does not fit in
with an even number of balls or patterns. The manner
in which quarter -round beading is used is shown at
Fig. 3. It comes in to help build up a base, or in the
angle of a lid as shown. Also at corners which would
otherwise be ugly or open (see Fig. 4).

Flat waved or carved moulding is suitable for decorat-
ing all kinds of work, and an excellent example is given
in the speaker front shown in Hobbies 1931 Catalogue.
It can very often be used to cover up nails or screws or
joints which would otherwise look unsightly. In the
form of panels it can be applied to all kinds of work,
the idea being illustrated at Fig. 5. This class of
moulding is also used for drop ornamental work under
a lid or top (see Fig. 6). It usually requires mitring to
get it at a correct right-angle, and the best way to do this
is to use a Hobb es cutting table, or any proper mitring
block. This table is specially made for cutting
angles and is provided with fixed fences at 30
degrees, 45 degrees, and 60 degrees, so that one
cannot go wrong. The moulding is held against
the proper fence, and the saw held in the metal
guide. This makes the cutting simple and ac-
curate, and this table should certainly be on every
woodworker's bench. The saw cut is exactly 45
degrees - otherwise a good right-angle cannot be
obtained.

Jraffalffillffillf=

ODQC.CIZIQQLOZCGOZE4131

F4.4(below).
-Another
,xampleofquarter
beading in a

corner.
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THE model described here has been specially designed for
HOBBIES and needs only a very modest equipment
of tools. It is easily constructed, has quite an

imposing appearance and when working it is quiet, clean
and free from smoke or smell.

The Principle on Which the Model Works.
The large beam at the top (see Fig. 1) rocks to and fro

about its central support ; one end of the beam is connected
to a crank and flywheel, while the other end carries an iron
plunger which works up and down inside the " solenoid " or
bobbin wound with insulated wire. On the crankshaft is a
cam which rubs up against a light spring and acts as an
automatic switch, through which the current flows from an
accumulator when the cam touches the spring, but stops when
the contact is broken. When the iron plunger has passed
its highest point and is just beginning to descend, the cam
touches the spring and switches on the current. The
current flows round the solenoid, which then acts exactly
like a magnet, attracting the iron plunger very strongly ;
the plunger therefore descends, pulling down the beam,
which, of course, goes up at the other end and pulls the
crank and flywheel round. When the plunger has reached
its lowest point. the cam leaves the spring and switches off
the current. The solenoid ceases  to act as a magnet when
the current is off, so the plunger is able to rise, which it
does owing to the momentum of the flywheel, but directly
it gets to the top the current is again switched on and pulls
it down again ; this action is repeated at every revolution,
so keeping the model in motion. The best and most con-
venient fitful of battery to use is an accumulator.

Electrical Connections shown
in Thick dot -red lines

Fig. 1.-Plan and elevation of our model electric beam engine.

The Baseboard and Crankshaft.
This takes the form of a shallow box; the top is of fret -

wood 10A in. by 44in., the sides being lin. high by tin. thick.
The space underneath gives clearance for the flywheel.

The bearings are quite a simple job; they are shown on
the design sheet, which explains itself. Make two of these
u brass from the material supplied.

OUR
ELECT

EAM
[AGIN

This fine working modH
electric beam engine may
be built in wood from this
weeks Gift Design Chart.
It is simple to make,
as full-size pat-
terns are printed
on the gift sheet. It
represents a piece
of work of which
any fellow can be
proud.

The Flywheel.
Cut the shape of the fly-

wheel in wood, finished off
very smoothly and varnished ; you may also make a
mould from this in plaster of Paris, and east a wheel in
lead. Drill the central hole to fit the shaft, also a little
hole radially through the boss to take a grub screw,
which can be an ordinary round head wood screw with the
point filed off to a flat end.

As designed the wheel is of three-ply wood; add more
weight to the rim by fixing a rim of lead on to tho side of
the wood rim by small screws ; the lead ring could be cut out
or cast. A wood boss should be glued to the centre and fixed
to the shaft by a single wood screw with the point filed off.
The Contact Cam.

The head of the screw is the point of the cam. The point
of the cam should be arranged
diametrically opposite to the crank
throw, as shown on Fig. 1.

The next item is the connecting
rod. The idea of the double bearing
arrangement at the lower end is to
obtain a wider bearing, at the same
time allowing the rod to be
threaded over the end of the shaft.
Thu two side pieces are threaded
over the end of the shaft, before
being fitted to the connecting rod ;
the three pieces may then be fitted
together in position either by
soldering, riveting or by two small
bolts. In the latter case the con-
necting rod may be taken off the
shaft again, if necessary, by un-
doing the bolts, but if the pieces
are attached permanently it will
not be possible to take the com-
plete rod off the crank.

IC

ALL THE PARTS
FRETWOOD.
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Assembling the Parts.
The parts already made may

now be assembled as shown in
Fig. 1, and after cutting the slot
to clear the flywheel, they may
be screwed down. When these
parts are all erected the shaft
and flywheel should turn quite
freely-with no tendency to
binding-when the top end of
the connecting rod is worked up
and down by hand.

Now make the beam
and its supporting
sower. the whole
arrangement being
shown on the sheet.

The lead weights at
the left end (Fig. 1) are
to balance the weight
of the iron plunger ;
leave them until every-
thing else is finished,
then their exact size
can be determined by
experiment.

Fix the tower in
position by two screws
driven in frOna under-
neath the base ; it
should be exactly on

the centre line of the base with one end of the beam.
vertically above the crankshaft. Link up the connecting
rod to the end of the beam and the job will then be in
an advanced state. Test the working to see that every-
thing moves freely ; if it does not, search out the cause of
friction and correct matters.
The Electrical Apparatus.

Having dealt with the mechanical part of the model,
we will now consider the electrical apparatus. The
'principal item under this heading is the solenoid ; the
action of this has been described, so we can now
return to its construction.

First of all, decide whether you are going to use a
2.volt, 4 -volt or 6 -volt accumulator, then take your
dimensions and quantities from the table in the next
column in conjunction with Fig. 3.

The Central Tube.
This is best made of brass,

though copper or aluminium
will do quite well, but iron or
steel must not be used. The
exact diameter is not very
important so long as the plunger
is a nice fit, but of this more later.
Make the ends of Ain. three-ply
wood or ebonite (the latter is the
best); perhaps you have an old
wireless panel which you could use
up for this job. The top end is
round and the bottom end is Ilin.
square in each case ; make the hole
for the central tube so that the ends
fit tightly. The tube should be
about .in. longer than the finished
bobbin, so as to project about tin.
beyond each end ; slit the ends of
the tube for lin. in about sixteen
places and bend the projecting ends

This drawing gives a yen
rough idea of our electric

model beam engine.

ARE SUPPLIED.

For making this model these
mahogany panels are supplied:

2 "A. 1 "B."
2;6, pc ee 3,-.

! FITTINGS.
A complete set of fittings are
supplied, coca 'sing:

Metal nk, axle, 5 set
collars, el plunger, 2 termi-
nals, col of wire, brass barrel
and sufficient brass strip.
3;-, post free: 313.

A complete set of wood and fittings,
5j6, post free 6/-.

of the tube outwards, thus kicking the end pieces in place
(Fig. 4). Drill a tiny hole through the square end piece
and the bobbin is ready for winding.

`Winding the Bobbin.
Before commencing the winding, cut several strips  of

writing paper exactly equal in width to the distance between
the two ends of the bobbin ; cut off a piece of this paper
lain. long and wrap it once round the central tube with a
slight overlap, then bind it temporarily an place with two

Voltage A B
Gauge of

Wire
Quantity of

Wire

2
4
6

2iin.
2lin.
2in.

lin. diam.
1 -kin. diam.
ltin. diam.

22
24
26

5tozs.
3tozs.
21oza.

or three turns of sewing cotton. Now cut off any kinks,
etc., that may be on tho free end of the wire and poke the
wire through the small hole in the square end, leaving about
CM. or so protruding. Then begin the actual winding. It
is not really a difficult job, but care and patience will be
required ; be careful that the wiro does not. become kinked
or you may break it when trying to straighten it out again,
which would be disastrous. You will find it a great help to
get somebody to look after the spool of wire and to lead
the wire off evenly and smoothly, thus allowing you to
concentrate your attention on -the job of winding. It does
not matter in which direction you wind the wire on, only
once started you must, of course, continue in the same
direction. Lay the turns of wiro as closely as possible
together so that, when you have wound one layer from end
to end, it is impossible to get another turn of wire in. (The

31

Balance_
11WeightS

ti

3V2.

Brass
-

3/32. slot"

.14: (e voCcl
VsiHole rn brass

/It\716

3016 wood cheeks
slued on

Fig. 2.-The beam.

temporary binding of cotton should, of course, be cut off as
soon as it gets in the way of the wire.)

Having completed the first layer, get your assistant to
lay oh a turn of the writing paper, binding it on temporarily
with cotton as beffire, and allowing a slight overlap so that
the wire already. Wound is completely hidden from view.
Now wind the second layer as before, always keeping the
turns close together and even, i.e.', don't allow one turn to
mount over the top of the next in the same layer.

If you have followed the dimensions closely you will find
that the wire specified will just be sufficient to make eight
layers. After coming to the end of the eighth layer, drill
three small holes just big enough to allow the wire to pass
through and thread the wire through these, as shown in

Continued on page 688.)
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THE model described here has been specially designed for
HOBBIES and needs only a very modest equipment
of tools. It is easily constructed, has quite an

imposing appearance and when working it is quiet, clean
and free from smoke or smell.

The Principle on Which the Model Works.
The large beam at the top (see Fig. 1) rocks to and fro

about its central support ; one end of the beam is connected
to a crank and flywheel, while the other end carries an iron
plunger which works up and down inside the " solenoid " or
bobbin wound with insulated wire. On the crankshaft is a
cam which rubs up against a light spring and acts as an
automatic switch, through which the current flows from an
accumulator when the cam touches the spring, but stops when
the contact is broken. When the iron plunger has passed
its highest point and is just beginning to descend, the cam
touches the spring and switches on the current. The
current flows round the solenoid, which then acts exactly
like a magnet, attracting the iron plunger very strongly ;
the plunger therefore descends, pulling down the beam,
which, of course, goes up at the other end and pulls the
crank and flywheel round. When the plunger has reached
its lowest point. the cam leaves the spring and switches off
the current. The solenoid ceases  to act as a magnet when
the current is off, so the plunger is able to rise, which it
does owing to the momentum of the flywheel, but directly
it gets to the top the current is again switched on and pulls
it down again ; this action is repeated at every revolution,
so keeping the model in motion. The best and most con-
venient fitful of battery to use is an accumulator.

Electrical Connections shown
in Thick dot -red lines

Fig. 1.-Plan and elevation of our model electric beam engine.

The Baseboard and Crankshaft.
This takes the form of a shallow box; the top is of fret -

wood 10A in. by 44in., the sides being lin. high by tin. thick.
The space underneath gives clearance for the flywheel.

The bearings are quite a simple job; they are shown on
the design sheet, which explains itself. Make two of these
u brass from the material supplied.
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This fine working modH
electric beam engine may
be built in wood from this
weeks Gift Design Chart.
It is simple to make,
as full-size pat-
terns are printed
on the gift sheet. It
represents a piece
of work of which
any fellow can be
proud.

The Flywheel.
Cut the shape of the fly-

wheel in wood, finished off
very smoothly and varnished ; you may also make a
mould from this in plaster of Paris, and east a wheel in
lead. Drill the central hole to fit the shaft, also a little
hole radially through the boss to take a grub screw,
which can be an ordinary round head wood screw with the
point filed off to a flat end.

As designed the wheel is of three-ply wood; add more
weight to the rim by fixing a rim of lead on to tho side of
the wood rim by small screws ; the lead ring could be cut out
or cast. A wood boss should be glued to the centre and fixed
to the shaft by a single wood screw with the point filed off.
The Contact Cam.

The head of the screw is the point of the cam. The point
of the cam should be arranged
diametrically opposite to the crank
throw, as shown on Fig. 1.

The next item is the connecting
rod. The idea of the double bearing
arrangement at the lower end is to
obtain a wider bearing, at the same
time allowing the rod to be
threaded over the end of the shaft.
Thu two side pieces are threaded
over the end of the shaft, before
being fitted to the connecting rod ;
the three pieces may then be fitted
together in position either by
soldering, riveting or by two small
bolts. In the latter case the con-
necting rod may be taken off the
shaft again, if necessary, by un-
doing the bolts, but if the pieces
are attached permanently it will
not be possible to take the com-
plete rod off the crank.
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Assembling the Parts.
The parts already made may

now be assembled as shown in
Fig. 1, and after cutting the slot
to clear the flywheel, they may
be screwed down. When these
parts are all erected the shaft
and flywheel should turn quite
freely-with no tendency to
binding-when the top end of
the connecting rod is worked up
and down by hand.

Now make the beam
and its supporting
sower. the whole
arrangement being
shown on the sheet.

The lead weights at
the left end (Fig. 1) are
to balance the weight
of the iron plunger ;
leave them until every-
thing else is finished,
then their exact size
can be determined by
experiment.

Fix the tower in
position by two screws
driven in frOna under-
neath the base ; it
should be exactly on

the centre line of the base with one end of the beam.
vertically above the crankshaft. Link up the connecting
rod to the end of the beam and the job will then be in
an advanced state. Test the working to see that every-
thing moves freely ; if it does not, search out the cause of
friction and correct matters.
The Electrical Apparatus.

Having dealt with the mechanical part of the model,
we will now consider the electrical apparatus. The
'principal item under this heading is the solenoid ; the
action of this has been described, so we can now
return to its construction.

First of all, decide whether you are going to use a
2.volt, 4 -volt or 6 -volt accumulator, then take your
dimensions and quantities from the table in the next
column in conjunction with Fig. 3.

The Central Tube.
This is best made of brass,

though copper or aluminium
will do quite well, but iron or
steel must not be used. The
exact diameter is not very
important so long as the plunger
is a nice fit, but of this more later.
Make the ends of Ain. three-ply
wood or ebonite (the latter is the
best); perhaps you have an old
wireless panel which you could use
up for this job. The top end is
round and the bottom end is Ilin.
square in each case ; make the hole
for the central tube so that the ends
fit tightly. The tube should be
about .in. longer than the finished
bobbin, so as to project about tin.
beyond each end ; slit the ends of
the tube for lin. in about sixteen
places and bend the projecting ends

This drawing gives a yen
rough idea of our electric

model beam engine.

ARE SUPPLIED.

For making this model these
mahogany panels are supplied:

2 "A. 1 "B."
2;6, pc ee 3,-.

! FITTINGS.
A complete set of fittings are
supplied, coca 'sing:

Metal nk, axle, 5 set
collars, el plunger, 2 termi-
nals, col of wire, brass barrel
and sufficient brass strip.
3;-, post free: 313.

A complete set of wood and fittings,
5j6, post free 6/-.

of the tube outwards, thus kicking the end pieces in place
(Fig. 4). Drill a tiny hole through the square end piece
and the bobbin is ready for winding.

`Winding the Bobbin.
Before commencing the winding, cut several strips  of

writing paper exactly equal in width to the distance between
the two ends of the bobbin ; cut off a piece of this paper
lain. long and wrap it once round the central tube with a
slight overlap, then bind it temporarily an place with two
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Wire
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2
4
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2iin.
2lin.
2in.

lin. diam.
1 -kin. diam.
ltin. diam.

22
24
26
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or three turns of sewing cotton. Now cut off any kinks,
etc., that may be on tho free end of the wire and poke the
wire through the small hole in the square end, leaving about
CM. or so protruding. Then begin the actual winding. It
is not really a difficult job, but care and patience will be
required ; be careful that the wiro does not. become kinked
or you may break it when trying to straighten it out again,
which would be disastrous. You will find it a great help to
get somebody to look after the spool of wire and to lead
the wire off evenly and smoothly, thus allowing you to
concentrate your attention on -the job of winding. It does
not matter in which direction you wind the wire on, only
once started you must, of course, continue in the same
direction. Lay the turns of wiro as closely as possible
together so that, when you have wound one layer from end
to end, it is impossible to get another turn of wire in. (The
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Balance_
11WeightS
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3V2.

Brass
-

3/32. slot"

.14: (e voCcl
VsiHole rn brass

/It\716

3016 wood cheeks
slued on

Fig. 2.-The beam.

temporary binding of cotton should, of course, be cut off as
soon as it gets in the way of the wire.)

Having completed the first layer, get your assistant to
lay oh a turn of the writing paper, binding it on temporarily
with cotton as beffire, and allowing a slight overlap so that
the wire already. Wound is completely hidden from view.
Now wind the second layer as before, always keeping the
turns close together and even, i.e.', don't allow one turn to
mount over the top of the next in the same layer.

If you have followed the dimensions closely you will find
that the wire specified will just be sufficient to make eight
layers. After coming to the end of the eighth layer, drill
three small holes just big enough to allow the wire to pass
through and thread the wire through these, as shown in

Continued on page 688.)
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CHIP CAF' VING

AMATEU
Chip carving is a fascinating pastime requiring only a few tools and
very little practice before it can be used successfully in all hinds of ways.

ASET of light bookshelves of the kind
shown and descrbed in this article
is always a " safe " thing for the

amateur to make. He may rest
assured that they will be put to use
on completion, as a place could he
found for them in any room in the
house, and in these days of cheap
literature there are generally many
books awaiting shelves. The work is
simple enough for anyone to tackle,
as the shelves are only tenoned
through the sides, and full instruc-
tions are given for the carving, which
will be found very easy to execute.

Suitable Wood.
Ordinary fretwood I in. thick should

be used, light oak or satin walnut
being the most suitable. Four pieces

are required, two for
the sides and two
for the shelves, the
former being lft.
81 in. long by 5fin.
wide, and the latter
2ft. long by 51 in. wide. The method of
construction and the dimensions which
should be observed are shown at Fig. 1.
The sides are shaped as shown at Fig. 2,
where lines have been ruled to divide
the illustration into fin. squares to
enable the pattern to be
easily redrawn full-size. This
may be done by drawing a
similar number of lines full-
size on a piece of paper, or on
one of the pieces of wood
which is to be used for the
sides, and -copying the outline
from Fig. 2. The pOsitions
of the four mortises through
which the shelves are tenoned,
and which are I fin. wide,
should also be marked. The
sides may be shaped and the
mortises cut with a fretsaw.
The shelves are quite straight,

Fig. 2 -A ide
ru ed 'n o tin.
squares o mak. it
ea y to copy on to

the wood.

14. - - - 11 314:' -  - -'

Fig.
-

1.-A 'plan view of
particulars how t

" -  -
the shelves and sides with
o cut a shelf to fit.

and double tenons are cut at the ends to fit
the mortises in the sides. Care must be taken
in marking and cutting the mortises and
tenons to obtain good fits. The mortises
should be cut first and the tenons fitted
into, them, and it is better to have the
latter too large than too small, as' they
may be easily pared down to fit. The
tenons should be fin. long, and on com-
pletion their ends could be chamfered to
form a neat finish.

Simple Carving. Fig. How
The carving is confined the pockgs

to the sides, and consists of are carved.

quarter -circle pieces at the ends, and
I panelled strips between. The outlines
i of the carving may be obtained from

i'8)/* Fig. 2, and the actual method of set-
ting out from Figs. 3. and 4. A pair
of compasses and a rule are required,
and the lines should be plainly marked
in dark pencil. The principal lines
should be veined, this being done
with a veining tool, or with an
ordinary chip -carving knife, with
which an upright
cut is first made and

for the
;
i

then two sloping
cuts one on each
side of the upright
to form a very small
V - shaped groove.
The carving consists
of cutting a number

of triangular pockets as shown at Fig. 5.
The work is started from the centre A,
from which upright cuts are made to the
corners B, C and D. The knife should
be prehsed in to a depili of fin. at the
centre, but rises to the surface at the

corners, and the finished
pocket is formed by chipping
out the wood from the lines
B -C, C -D, D -B, to the
centre A. An effort should
be made to finish the pockets
clean with the knife.

On completion the shelves
are glued into the sides,
and two wall hangers (No.

i 6134) are screwed to the back
edge of the sides for hang-
ing. The whole is finished
with a suitable stain and
then polished or left with
a dull gloss.

VEINED

LINE:

Y2

Fig. 3. -An enlarged view of
the carving, making it quite

easy to set out and cut.

DiEl

a

Do

Fig. 4 -A detail of
the completed carving
in the sides. Note
the projecting shelf

tenons.
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Another Fine ::

APPLEBY Model
Aeroplane Con-
struction Set. n
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The most wonderful ever produced, simple to make
from Illustrated Book of Instructions.

Complete with miniature set of tools, elastic absorbers
fitted to chassis, and wheels fitted with tyres. The new
form of wing bracing makes model very rigid and prac-
tically indestructible. Joy -stick in the cockpit to make
take -off foolproof. Engine housing of aluminium.

Never before such a realistic and wonderful flying
model at such a low price. Coloured silver and red, with
a 22ins. wing span, the model will rise off the ground under
own power and fly 200 ft. It will loop, bank or turn and fly
any manoeuvre if controls
are set correctly.

gomnlete Sets of Parts, Motel
F ittmos, Tools. Va.. In at-

! treet4ve box with fall font roe -
bons sad Working Drawing.

notAla Postage -

1113 Abroad OD

You can get this set at all
large stores and good class toy
shops, or by sending 31- Postal
Order direct to us you get it
by return of Yost.

Obtainable from all bookstalls and shops of
W. H. Cm:t; C S,n, L d.

Wm. E. APPLEBY (14/c) & CO.
Dert. 03, 217-210, fiESSIORD ROAD, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
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A Chemically Pure and
very powerful adhesive

WITHOUT SMELL
For Joinery, fretwork, leather, paper,
cloth, photo frames, model making,
repairing pottery, glassware, toys
and for all parposes where a very
Powerful adhesive is retuirei.

In tubes, 2d., 6d. and 9d.
Made by the Proprietors of

Si. Aldersgate Street, Landon, E.C.I.
smossommk

441

ITEPHENi

liegetable

GLUE'
Double
Strength

You'll find
GREGG SHORTHAND
Easiest to Learn-Easiest to Write-Easiest to Read
You can learn Gregg Shorthand in one-
third of the time required for other
systems. That is because it is based on
ordinary longhand. Every stroke used is
already familiar, the writing flows' easily
and naturally. There are no backhand or
vertical characters-no change in the mean-
ing of thick or thin symbols-no difference
whether written above, through, or below
the line. It may even be written on
unruled paper like longhand.
In Gregg Shorthand the most common

words are introduced at the earliest stages
and at the end of the first chapter you
are able to write 42% of all the running
words encountered in non -technical English.
You can teach yourself Gregg Shorthand
from the

GREGG SHORTHAND MANUAL
bound in cloth, containing all the prin-
ciples of this system, 173-xiv pages, 3,'6 net.
Key to the Gregg Shorthand Manual,
1/6 net.

Write for further particulars of Gregg Shorthand to

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED,
IIKern House, 36-38, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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"-of equal value to the owner
driver who wishes to under-
take his own repairs and the
professional mechanic."

The Morris Owner.

February 21st, 1931

MOTOR CAR
MAINTENANCE
A really practical work on motor car maintenance and repair.

Every contributor has had clearly
before him the idea that he was
writing specially for the man who
has a particular repair job to
tackle in the garage, with the
result that the language employed
throughput the book is simple,
clear and practical.

A special feature of this work
is the series of coloured card-
board models with folding flaps
open to show constructional
details of car components with
a clearness unobtainable by any
other method.

33 EXPERTS AT YOUR SERVICE
BY the publication of " Motor Car Maintenance," everyone interested in motor car repair

can now avail himself of the experience of thirty-three practical experts in car repair
work. These successful practical men have written down in simple language the results

of their practical experience for the benefit of all those engaged or interested in car repairs. By
obtaining a copy of this new work, which has been described by a reader as the finest and
simplest work he has read in any branch of engineering, you can take advantage of this
wonderful collection of expert knowledge at a nominal cost.

INSTRUCTION
BY PICTURES

Whilst photography is by far the best method
of illustrating certain processes, there are many
details of repair work which can be much better
illustrated by means of line drawings, and all
t'le necessary illustrations of this kind are
included.

QUESTION AND
ANSWER

At the end of each section of this work will be
found a set of Questions and Answers bearing
on the subject of the section. These provide
a convenient means of refreshing the reader's
memory on the subject -matter of the various
sections.

The work is complete in five volumes strongly bound in Brown Moroquette, which is oil, acid and water
proof. Vol. 1 to 4 dealing with the practical side of motor maintenance, and vol. 5 with the commercial
side of the Motor Trade. Mai' order form below without delay.

i11111110

To THE HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY,
23 & 24, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2

Please supply me AT ONCE with one complete set of MOTOR CAR MAINTENANCE (Five Volumes,
Brown Moroquette), and I agree to send you 3/- on delivery and 5/- each month until I have paid
£3 :3:0 (cash price £3:0:0). I am not under 21 years of age.

Name

Address

POW __ IMAM MEI
IIOBBIES 21211

Geo. NCILIte8, Ltd.

[BM MI lin IIMM  NM 1

I
II

I
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Fig. 3.-A hepcled frame
with square corners.

685

ATTRACTIVE
FRAMES FOR
PASSE-PARTOUT

PICTURES
y W. J. Ellsom

TIE frames shown in Figs. I to 4 are intended as.
outer frames for pictures framed by the asse-
partout method.. Definite sizes cannot be laid

down, as everything depends on the dimensions of the
pictures, but
the width of
the sides of
the frames
should be
from 2lin.
to 4in.

In the
illustrationsthey are
shown cut
in one piece,
but, for eco-
nomy, they
can easily be cut in four, and mitred or otherwise
joined at the corners. Fig. 5 shows alternative
methods that can be used for joining.

Five ply, lin. thick, should be used,
still, oak or mahogany -faced plywood
which, besides being more attractive,
is stronger.

A rectangle is cut out, the size of
the picture, and the edges bevelled;
this can be done with a chisel and
file. If this bevelled edge is stained
black, it helps to show up the picture.

The picture is inserted in the open-
ing and secured by strips of linen
tape glued across the back (see Fig.
6). This, of course, is done when
the frames are finished.
The Frames.

Fig. 1 has the outline cut to the shape shown,
and at each corner is
glued a cir-

Fig. 2.-An ornamental
,frame.

of lin. oak, or mahogany, glued at each corner, the outer
sides of each being bevelled. Strips of Ain. or lin.
half -round moulding are glued and nailed between each.

Fig. 4 has a strip of tin. or lin. half -round
moulding,
glued round
the outer
edge ; dia-
mond over-
lays top and
bottom, and
corner orna-
ments, cut
from -kin.
fretwood, as
indicated.

Thes e
frames, if of

oak, should be stained and varnished. Designs, drawn
on lin. squares, are shown at Fig. 7 for suitable over-
lays, to be cut from kin. fretwood and glued in place.

Pictures framed in this manner are not only attractive
and fit for any drawing -room, but
light in weight and easily packed.

ti

Fig. 1.-A simple
frame with a
circular overlay
glued at each

corner.

Fig. 7.-How to

cular overlay.
Fig. 2 has -

square over-
lays at each
corner, and a
narrow strip
cut away from
the outer edge
between each.
A simple over-
lay is glued
at the centre;
this is cut
from is in.
fretwood, not
thicker. Fig.
3 has a square Fig. 5.-Altern

the fr

or, better

draw the design.,

Fig. 6.-How the back is secured with tape.

Paper Edging.
A wale range of coloured papers for

passe-partout edging is obtainable
from most picture -frame dea!ers; and
those who supply artist's materials, in
the form of rolls of gummed paper.
These are quite inexpensive and in
thernselves.provide a simp e and ready
means of framing photographs and
pictures. A piece of glass is oLteined

of the same size as the picture and the latter is inter-
posed between the glass and a piece of cardboard. A
suitable length of passe-

partout viper
---_-____ edg ng is the I

----- glued over the
glass and the
cardboard,
providing a
neat edging
and securely
holding t h e
assembly to-
gether.' The "I
colour of the
edging should
always be
chosen to suit
the particular

(dive joints for
nature of the L

ames. the picture.

Fig. 4.-Another
method of orna-

mentation.
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EASILY.MADE
WIRE,WOUND

BRE ECHIL ADER
By W. S. Rogers

IN days gone by model cannons were popular with boys
but fell ' into disrepute- when the manufacturers
failed to advance with the times, which means that

they produced no satisfactory breechloaders that could
be firod with powder.

There are still occasions when a big bang is needed,
as for starting races and for administering a shock to the
timid, on the fifth of November.

A very serviceable piece of ordnance may be built
up from brass tubing in the manner to be described,
though it does not pretend to reproduce any existing

Fig. 6.-The gun carriage.

pattern. To ensure the necessary strength it should
be wire -wound.

The Barrel.
Fig. 1 shows a sectional view of the gun. Stout brass

tubing should be used, and the components must be
securely sweated together. Three sizes of tube will
be necessary, as will be seen in the illustration. Having
decided on the bore, select .a tube of the required length
and from another tube of internal diameter that will
just -fit over it cut the two sleeves A.B. Solder them in
place and in the space between them, wind firmly and
closely fine steel wire, the- same as is used for banjo
strings, filling the whole space, but not beyond the- dia-
meter of the sleeves. Then from tube of still larger
diameter cut the sleeve C, pass it over A and B, and sweat
all together. If skilfully done, you will have a very
strong barrel, quite safe with the powder charge it is
intended for.

The Breech.
The breech mechanism is very simple. A breech

block must be made as shown in section in Fig. 2. This
may be built of tube, but is better if turned from solid
rod. It will be noted that it has a small vent at its
back end-also that its internal diameter is rather smaller
than that of the gun barrel.

I.

Fig. 3.- How
the wire -wound
breechloader
looks when

finished. I,

The Brezch Block.
An opening must be cut in the breech of the gun on

the right side, in size just to admit the breech block.
This can be done by careful drilling and finishing with
the file.

A smaller opening must be made on the opposite side,
as seen in Fig. 3, to facilitate removing the breech block.
and a screw plug with sprocket must be fitted in the
tail of the barrel, the purpose of which is to jam home
the breech block (see Fig. 4).

It only remains to sweat on two trunnions as shown in
Fig. 5, and to add a sight near the muzzle 'of the gun,
to complete the barrel and its mechanism, though a
small lug, as shown at D, Fig. 3, must be sweated to the
lower side of the breech, if it be desired to add the screw
elevating gear.
The Gun Carriage.

This may be fashioned from sheet brass. In side view
it is shown in Fig. 3, and in plan view, in Fig. 6.

The points to be noted are that its front end must be
cut away sufficiently to allow of the gun barrel lying
horizontally, two lateral extensions must be turned over
at right angles to provide a bed for the trunnions, which
latter would be secured by brass straps, and a cross
piece must he fitted at E to afford purchase to the
elevating gear. An axle also, of stout rod, must be
run through as shown.

The wheels may be cast from type metal from a wood2n
pattern, or they
may be cut from
stout three-ply
with the fretsaw,
at the option of
the craftsman.
They should be
secured with
washers and pins.
Loading and Firing the Gun.

In firing this gun the procedure is as follows : the
breech block serves as a cartridge case. The vent is
closed with the finger and the charge of powder intro-
duced at the open end, followed by a wad
of paper, card or felt, which is best cut
with a punch. The block is then in-
troduced into the breech and jammed F litecliZTe
with the screw plug, when the gun is
ready for firing. This may be done with a red. -hot
skewer, or better still, with one of the pistol -pattern gai:
lighters which throw a stream of sparks.

Figs. 4 and 5.-How the trunnions" are sweated on,
and, right-the screw plug with sprocket fitted to

the tail of the barrel.

25'

« Fig. 1. Hew the barrel is assembled.
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HALF
the fun of having a model theatre is the joy if they are desired. The " script " should be dividedH of the artist and craftsman who has the satis- up into scenes, and have the dialogue written in black

faction of knowing that he has made his model ink, and the directions for moving the figures in red
theatre and all its properties himself. This satisfaction ink.
will grow as the owner develops his use of the theatre,.
and makes all kinds of additional properties, char- "Dick Whittington."
acters and scenery. Adapting and writing plays for Now go through the script, and make a list of the
the little theatre will prove an absorbing pastime too. characters and properties you require, and make up the

Figures which lend themselves to figures from the illustrations, which,
quaint dialogue or cross- of course, should be coloured. In
talk plays should be those plays which -have one main
tried first. They may character, e.q., " Dick Whittington,"
be made by cutting it will be easier to play if you have
out suitable figures three models of your hero or heroine,
from illustrations and one facing left, one facing right, and
pasting them on thin the other facing the audience.
cardboard, cut to the If you follow these simple direc-
outline. A small strip tions, after one or two rehearsals in
of wood should be glued t ton Street, Strand, W.C.2. ; private, you will be able to give your .

to the back of the figure friends many an enjoyable half hour's
at the base, so that it entertainment, or even make it possible
will stand up without any otber sup- for them to see several pantomimes in one evening.
port. The wire should be either pasted Members of amateur dramatic societies will find that

-Dick
on the back of the figure with a strip
of stout paper, or forced tightly into

Whittington." a small hole drilled in the wooden base
with a fretwork drill. These will ,be all that the
beginner will need in addition to the interior
and outdoor scenes given on Hobbies design
sheet. Simple plays for two or more figures
are easily written by anyone with a sense of
humour, and they form the best type of drawing -
room entertainment to begin with.

Dialogue and Characters.
In this way, experience is soon gained in

manipulating the figures, and there are two
ways in which experience makes all the differ-
ence. First, some practice is necessary in
order to be able to think both of the dialogue
and of the movement of the characters, but, One of the Fortu
like many other things, with a little use this ThiLves. Model Scenery.

In building up model scenery,
you will find that palace and
temple scenes can be made im-
posing and attractive by using
pillars made of tubes of paper.
If you cut a rectangular opening
in the card you use for the " back-
cloth " or " wings," and divide it
up into panes by passing pieces of
black cotton across it and fastening
them with thin strips of paper
behind, a realistic window will be
the result.

(Cotitcwited at foot of page 689.)

Readers may obtain a design
sheet. size 24in. x 30in., of
stage fittings, etc.. for the model
theatre design given free with
our issue for January 10th. 1931,
by sending 3d. in stamps to
The Publisher. Messrs. George
Newres. Ltd.. 8-11, Sorsthamp-

soon becomes " second nature." Then you will have
to learn how to hide your figures behind the scenery so
that they do not have to be taken off the stage com-
pletely when they have finished their scene, for their
next entrance will be much quicker if the characters
are ready, waiting in the wings for their cue.

When you are ready to attempt something more
ambit ous, we suggest that two copies of a well -illustrated
children's story be procured. The Forty Thieves,"
" Red Riding Hood," " Dick Whittington," or " Alice
in Wonderland," will be found very suitable. First,
from the story make up your own " script." This should
follow the simple outline of the tale as it is told for the
children, with the addition of your own jokes, or songs

their model theatre is of great value if it is used for
planning scenery and stage effects. One of the great
faults of amateur dramatic societies is that they cling

fondly to scenery which has long ago become
wearisome to the eyes of their faithful sup-
porters. Yet simple scenery is quite effective,
and both easy and inexpensive to make if all
the details are worked out carefully beforehand.

This is where the model theatre scores over a
drawing. It illustrates the idea in three dimen-
sions. Further, the scene may not only be
examined " in the round," but also lighted
under more or less stage conditions. In this
way the effectiveness of a scene may be deter-
mined at a glance ; any faults may be corrected
at once, and those slight improvements made
which make all the difference.

"Alice in Wonderiand."
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Fig. 6.-The
"re movetint'Screw S bearing.Fig. 7.-The

Plunger.

,Fig. 8 ; this will prevent the solenoid from becoming
unwound. These three holes should bp on the opposite
side of the square end to the small hole for the inner
end of the solenoid.
The Solenoid.

Now make two small holes in the base, pass the wires
through, and screw down the solenoid, squared end
downwards, so that its centwo comes immediately below
the free end of the beam. Connect one of the wires
direct to a terminal (serape the enamel from the end of
the wire where it comes under the terminal, otherwise
there will be no electrical contact and the model will
not then work) and run the other wire under the base-
board, bring it up through a small hole and connect it
to the crank -bearing on the cam side by screwing Ehe
bearing down on top of the wire. The black enamel
must be scraped off the wire before contact can be made,

and the underside of the bear-
ing must also be clean and
bright.

Fig. 4.-Hoto to amend the core
of the bvbbin.

The Iron Plunger.
The iron plunger is quite simple and is shown in Fig.

7. The only point worthy of mention is that it must
move perfectly freely inside the solenoid ; there should
be just a little clearance all round, say 1'64 in., or even
less. It does not matter about it touching the brass

tube, but it must
fall freely by its
own weight. . Cut the
slot with a hack-
saw or a thin file,
countersink both
ends of the hole
slightly and rivet
the ends of the pin
to fix it.

The connecting rod
should move quite
freely at its joint
with the plunger,
also at the top, and

the exact length should be
found by trial, so that
when the plunger is at its
lowest point, it clears the
baseboard by gin. When
these parts are fitted up,
fit the lead balaneetweights,
previously mentioned, to
the crank end of the beam ;
the amount of lead should
be found by trial so that the beam is well balanced.

The last job is to make the contact spring of thin,
springy brass (Fig. 5). Screw this down on to the base
so that it just touches the cam at every revolution ; the
slotted holes are to allow the spring to be pushed up
closer to the cam until the best result is obtained. This
adjustment should be made while the model is running.

Now run a wire under the baseboard connecting the
contact spring to a second terminal arranged opposite

!4Z-ri,°,61
Lev -5k -v, 0,
roci,u;rea.

4-13r..kss

MORE ELECTRICAL
MODELS

COMING SHORTLY

Fig. 5.-The
brass con-

tact

slog's lon5
Mourti sea'

screws

Iron
z-k.(2Y011-;

2)/2(4- )

236-(6 .)

Fig. 8.-Hose
the end of the
wire,ssecured.

to the one already fixed and everything is finished.
Be very careful always to scrape the end of the wire to
show bare copper before making any connection what-
ever, and see that all con-
nections are quite clean.

If the model does not work
satisfactorily at first, the fol-
lowing points should receive
attention :-

Contact spring may be either
too stiff or too weak.

Contact cam may require
its position altered on the
shaft so as to give earlier or
later contact.

File down point of earn to
give a flatter end and longer
period of contact.

You can increase the speed
by using an accumulator of
higher voltage.

1.11;n brass
-robe

, 06: Syle.re

Fig. 3.-The bobbin

Yet Another FREE GIFT Corning Shortly
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A SIMPLE
HOMEMADE
HYGROSCOPE

Fig. 1.--lhe ease for the Hygroscope.

THE hygroscope is a simple instrument for indicating
changes in the amount of moisture in the air,
and to that extent it serves to give us an idea

of what kind of weather to expect.
It cannot compete with the hygrometer or barometer,

the indications of which are quantitative, but all the
same, like the old-time weather indicators in which two
figures advance from or retreat into their cottage, it
is ' a ffsefu' thing to have aboot the hoose," as the
Scotsman said.

A neat and effective instrument may be made by
following the instructions given below.

The Case.
This may be designed to suit the crafts-

man's fancy. That illustrated perhaps
would commend itself to most tastes. Size
is not important. A length of six inches 7 .

0 I

1yi,
1

fiG/NEN

Fig. 3.-The front of the case.

the pointer. The short lower end of the pointer is
flattened with the hammer and drilled with a small hole.

The Hygroscopic Element.
This is a -sin. wide strip of tracing linen, which every

draughtsman knows expands in a damp atmosphere.
This is dried by a moderate heat and glued to the block 5,
then carried round the -rollers 1, 2 and 3 and glued to
the roller 4 when the pointer is at the extreme left-hand
position on the scale. The helical spring of hard brass
wire is then attached to the base of the pointer and its
other end to an eye on the block 6.

The hygroscope is now assembled- so far
as its working parts are concerned.

A graduated dial should be made from
stiff card: its curves being struck from the
centre of the index roller, and divided
into small steps of equal length, which

would be ample, and a depth from front to may be numbered, say, at every five
back inside of (see Fig. 1). Pg. 2.-The sof ers. divisions. This dial should be glued to

The whole of the mechanism is attached to the back
of the case, so that the front may be hinged on.

Four small rollers are needed. They may be cut
from lin. dowelling, and drilled centrally. Those
numbered 1, 2 and 3 should be fixed to the back of the
case in the positions shown, by slipping them over wire
pins driven into the wood. They should rotate freely
upon these pins ( ee Fig. 2).

The roller 4 has a pointer of stiff wire driven through
its diameter near its front end, and the pin on which
it works is shorter than the others, so as to stop short of

the two blocks 7 and S.
The rent of the case must have an accurate opening as

shown, in which the neat -handed workman will put a
bevel. Behind the opening a piece of glass may he clipped.

As it is important that there should be a free circula-
tion of air within the case, opportunity is given for a
piece of fretwork, a design for which is suggested
in Fig. 3.

As the range of movement of the pointer is a matter
for experiment, it is well to wait for a damp
deciding upon the length of the scale.

A FINE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE
IS model locomotive, made by

g Messrs. Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.,
is of the famous locomotive

"Enterprise." It is made in
standard 0 -gauge and will negotiate
a 2 -ft. radius curve. It has a
brass boiler, whistle, double-acting
piston -valve cylinders, stainless
steel valves and rods, a real steam
dome, steel frame, a flame guard,
six -wheel tender, steel underframe,
anti friction axle boxes, and in a non-stop run of fifty minutes it covered lit -miles with one filling of water and
spirit. It retails at 50/-, and is supplied in L.M.S. red and L.N.E.R. green or black, hand painted.

MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR MODEL THEATRE (continued from paje 687).
Outdoor scenes are perhaps easier to do, and here,

wooden rods covered with sealing wax, roughened while
it is still warm to suggest bark will serve as the trunks
of trees. Bare twigs glued into wooden bases will
help out winter scenes, and the twigs of evergreen can

be used in the same way for shrubs. Fine moss thickly
dusted here and there with red, yellow, blue and white
powder will make a realistic and charming garden
border. All the scenery and properties should be
firmly secured or weighted at the base,
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general utility.

No. . 2ft. folding boxwood
-inch chisel,

rule, bradawl, gimlet, and
a carpenter's pencil. "S"d' will welcome these splendid tool
Contains a wider range of tools of equally
good quality-each one reliable and useful.
Included is a I6in. handsaw, hammer, screw.

gimlet, pincers,driver,
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vot An illustrated book Stamp Col.
lecting-the World's Hobby,
which appeals to non -collectors as

well as enthusiasts. Please write for it. Approvals
on request. Album and stamp lists free.

STANLEY GIBBONS, LTD.,
(Dept. 115), 391, Strand, London, W.C.2.

FREEWonderful 1931 Offer, 31 New
Issues &ndNovBellties.

 Including Austria (new(Leopold Cen-
tenary), Bosnia (unused),

pictorial),(ti:i
l)13 unused),emm Ecuador (1909

[Comment. cat. 3d.), F.M.S., Greece (1930 Centenary).
(Hungary (Charity), Japan, Philippine Is. (Boy sing), Salvador.
Spanish Morocco (1905), Turkey (pictorial), Venezuela, eto.

!I will send this collection absolutely tree to all stamp collectors
sending 2d. postage (abroad 3d.). Only one gift to each applicant.
G. P. KEEF Mortimer Lodge. Wimbledon Park.
5

LONDON. S.W.19.

ABYSSINIA PACKET FREE
A fine packet of all different Stamps containing a large pictorial unused
Abyssinia 1928, Jaipur 1813 4 anna unused, a tine Set of the new issue of Turkey,
handsome pictorials, Algeria 250. on 30c. pictorial, Sierra Leone lei. mauve,
Supra 50e. Mack used, a Set of new issue Jamaica, British Guiana, Portugal,
high value, Chile, Nigeria, etc., etc.. FREE to all asking to see my famous
Approval Sheets and enclosing N. for postage and packing (Abroad 3d.i.

Albums from 1/6 upwards.
S. HAMMOND, 2, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY LANCS.

Ask Always
for

Advertised Articles.

LTD.
BRANCHES & AGENCIES.

Pelow are the addressee where Hobbies goods can be
purchased. In addition all leading stores and iron-
mongers stock or can obtain your requirements in
lretwork and woodwork, designs, wood, turned legs,

moulding, polish. wireless accessories. etc.. etc.

HOBBIES OWN BRANCHES-
LONDON . 85 NEW OXFORD $T., W.C.
LONDON . . 147 BISHOPSGATE. E.C.
LONDON - 83 NEWINGTON BUTTS. S.E.11.
GLASGOW . . 828 ARGYLE STREET.
MANCHESTER . ion PICCADILLY.
BIRMINGHAM . - 9a HIGH STREET.
SHEFFIELD . - 214 WEST STREET.
LEEDS - 10 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON - 25 BERNARD STREET.
BRIGHTON - 88 LONDON ROAD.
CANADA 844 YONGE STREET. TORONTO.

HOBBIES AGENCIES-
- Aberdeen.-Jas. Hutch, Ltd., 47 Broad Street; Bedford.-Illeesre. T. 8.

Carpenter & Co., 105 Midland Road; Blackbarn.-Mr. H. Mercer,
68 Darwen Street; Bradford.-Messrs. T. Underwood A Co., 13 and
ic Manchester Road; Cambridge.-Mr. H. S. Driver, 28 HIlls Road;
Canterbury.-Mr. T. D. Goodman, 33 Burgate Street and 16 St. George',
street: Cardiff.-J. Halle (Tools), Ltd., 31 Morgan Arcade; Chiswick-
Desna. Lucas & Co., 390, High Road: Croydon.-L. H. Turtle, Ltd.,
6 Crown Hill and 53 North End; Dover. -31i. E. F. Bockhorn, 13
Worthington Street: Dublin. -35. J. J. McQuillan, 36 Capel Street;
Dandee.-Mr. J. Plain, 45 Murray Gate Folkestone.-Mr. W. Allsworth,
it & 18 Guildhall Street; Etastings.-Mr. W. Si. Morley, 4 York
Buildings: Hull.-Mr. 0. F. Walker. 17 and 18, George Street;
Leicester.-Mr. Frank Berry, 3 Loseby Lane ; Liverpool.-Mr. C. Lucas.
35 Manchester Street; London.-Messrs. H. 031111.11, 166 Aldersgate
Street, E.C. Newport, Don. --J. Halls (Tools[, Ltd., 81 High Street;
Reading.-Mr. W. J. SarIent, 44 West Street; Swansea.-J. Halls
(Tools), Ltd., b Gowor Street; Wigan.-Mr. Thos. J. S. Clephao,
stonthshgate York.-Messrs. J. H. Shoukamith & Sons, 132 IffIcklegate.

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS:
DEREHAM, NORFOLK.

This useful little set contains a number of

1

serviceable tools of
handsaw, hammer

No.2

N

CARPENTRY
OUTFITS

if bbtes
r pia M k.

mallet,Is and a carpenter s

716

Post 9d.-- -
A comprehensive set of tools for any amateur
carpenter. The outfit includes a handsaw,
mallet, smoothing plane, hammer, Finch chisel,

3o file, gouge, screwdriver, pincers, 2ft. folding
rule, gimlet, bradawl, carpenter's pencil and
square. Post 1/.. i

BRITISH MADE
AND RELIABLE.

Those who are fond of woodwork

sets. Most Outfits contain cheap
inferior tools which are of no
practical use. These, however,
are splendid value, because every
tool is well made, strong and a real
serviceable article. Each set contains
a useful range of tools to meet every-
day woodworking requirements.

London : 65 New Oxford St., W.C. ; 147 BiShopsgate, E.G.; 83 Newington Butts, S.E.11. Glasgow : 326 Argyle St. Manchester :
10a Piccadilly. Birmingham : Da High St. Leeds : 10 Queen %rictoria St. Southampton : 25 Bernard St. Brighton: OS London
Road. Sheffield : 214 A est St., or by post from Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk. Canadian Depot : 844 Yongc St., Toronto, Ontario.
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A DIRECT VISION
FINDER FOR
A CAMERA

Fig. 2.-
0 The vision -

find."' at-
tached t a

r y S. J. Garratt
Fig. i .-W hen the vision -finder is hat in

,......../ the camera. use it fits against each side as shown! '

Robber Band

MANY. small " snaps " made by amateur photo-
graphers suffer from the fact that they are
generally taken from too low a viewpoint.

The ordinary type of view -finder must be examined
from the top, so the camera is held only about half the
height of eye level, and a somewhat unnatural per-
spective results. This is not always evident unless
pointed out, but if comparisons are made, the pictures
taken from eye level will usually be found to give more
pleasing results, particularly when you photograph
your friends standing up. Another advantage is that
photographs can be conveniently taken over the top
of a wall or other obstacle without climbing up to look
into the ordinary view -finder.

A simple form of direct vision -finder for a box camera
is shown in the illustrations. The rectangular frame
at the front is made from a piece of stiff brass wire,
about 18 gauge, soldered to a strip of flat brass about
lin. by I, 32in., the proportions being found as follows.

The length of the central part between the frame
and the sight is, of course, just a, trifle longer than -
the camera. Ascertain the distance between the lens
and the film or plate; then, to get the size of the rectan-
gular frame, multiply the size of the negative by the
overall length of the finder and divide by the distance

between the lens and the film. For instance, suppose
the camera takes pictures 3f in. by 2fin. and the distance
from lens to film is 4in., while the overall length is
5in. The length of the frame will then be alin. by
5=16fin.÷4=4 similarly the width will be 2fin. by
5= 114.in. -4- 4=2 fain. You can work out the size
for any camera in a similar manner. Of course, if you
can arrange the rectangular right over the lens and
the sight right over the film, the frame will be the same
size as the negative.

The flat strip of brass is bent up at right angles at
the back end and the sighting hole drilled exactly
opposite the centre of the rectangular frame ; this -hole,
should be bin. diameter. A rubber band holds the
finder to the camera, allowing it to be trirned up for
use as shown in Fig. I, or (by turning the finder over
bodily) to be folded away for use as Fig. 2. If an
endless rubber band is used, the leather handle should
be unscrewed at ono end to allow the band to pass
beneath and, of course, screwed on again after.

By placing the eye right up against the sight hole and
looking through, the frame will be seen to outline the
part of the view which will be included in the negative.
Care should, of course, be taken to see that the finder
is arranged parallel to the caniera.

HINTS ON KEEPING AN AQUARIUM.
MANY young folk start an aquarium with but little

idea of how to make the best of this interesting
hobby; and the consequence is that their pet

fish become sickly and die. There are many who regu-
larly overcrowd an aquarium, and this, of course, is
bad for the health of the inmates. Always avoid over-
crowding ; allow at the, least six cubic inches of water
for each fish.

To give the reader some idea of the necessary roots,
plants and snails which should be found a place in all
aquariums, the following will probably be a useful guide.
For an aquarium measuring, say, 2ft. by lft. by 10in. or
12in. you will require six roots of vallisndria, one lily root,
and a small quantity Of anacharis weed. Then for an
aquarium of this size you would require about six
snails, which will cost. about one penny each. The
aquarium of above dimensions will be a most suitable
size for the beginner. It is no use having one too small ;
neither should you go in for a very large one. Avoid
those bell -shaped globes, for they are not altogether
suitable for the purpose, as they admit too much
light.

It is always advisable to have some _shade for your
fish, and for this purpose you should procure a few

pebbles or stones. White rocks of various heights can
be purchased, costing from 3d. to 9d. each ; double
white rocks, gin. high, cost Is. each.

Place a layer of clean silver sand at the bottom of the
aquarium. Aerate the water each day by ladling out
a quantity and then returning it from a height. When
your fish begin to swim close to the surface all the time,
and seem indisposed to go to the bottom, change the
water. .

Of the kinds of fish most suitable for the beginner ton
commence with, goldfish are, perhaps, the best. Japanese.
fantails are very pretty, but expensive. You can catch
your fish from the nearest river or pond if you prefer.
Those kinds which do well in an aquariam include small
roach, dace, tench, and bream. Smallish specimens,.
from two to three inches long, do better than bigger
fish. Prussian carp are other favourite aquarium fish.

It is a mistake to allow an aquarium to stand in the
hot sun. Place it in a cool, shady part of the room, and
it will be all to the good where the inmates of the tank
are concerned. Do not over -feed your fish. Scraps of
undevoured food lying on the bottom of the tank tend
to foul the water. Feed the fish on ants' eggs,'natural
fish food, and small worms from the garden.
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The Box
completed

from the
patterns.,

Made from the
printed pat-
terns in any
corn -non fret -
wood by the
hancbman with

a fretsaw.

r/ /"7/,
/ shape the edges to

the section shown./

The owl above is the bettem, -0 'corn 3116in. wood, with rounded edges.
Cut two of pattern below from'3116in. wood for front and bark of box.

HOBBIES February 21st, 1931

41.11.00.0.041.1 1,,M1.01M0111Mil.M04/111M04111.10.1111111.01=.0.=0.1.0.1=.0410111.414101100411WHEI4141MH NIMPti.111.04111041111141=041111.

A CARD OX AND
1.111100411.04MMIN.1110.0100..111110.11.111111.11.1101i4=11.0.M1,14111.1114.11141111.1,411W1....1.011111,0414.Mi 1.111.111011.1111111110.0.1111111

This useful little box is easily made from the full-size patterns printed here. The top
is hinged for the cards to be slipped inside, whilst celluloid indicators are fixed to the
rail above to shcw trumps. Just the thing to make from odd pieces of fretwcod.
Mahogany, oak or satin walnut 3/16in. thick is required for all parts .except the over-
lay of the word " Cards." Paste the patterns, down and cut to shape. Fix the thin
overlays " Cards " to the back and front pieces, then glue the bottom, back and front
(B) between the upright sides where shown by the dotted lines. Note that the two
long edges have to be rounded off with sandpaper. The back and front are set back
slightly from the edge of the sides. Get all top edges level and square. Make up
the lid by gluing the uprights in place (tenon _A) after the length of fin. spindle has
been glued between. Cover the ends of the spindle with the little discs (C), and hinge
the whole lid with fin. hinges as shown in the sm}-11 detail. The lid lies flat on top of
the box itself and is held at the front by the fancy catch. One piece of this is,fixed under

Cut one of
each of these
in 3/16in.
wood and
tenon into the
top of the box

at A.

The overlay on the front
and back of box. Two are
cut together from III6in.
Plywood or Worine, and

glued centrally.

4
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M04WeIAMMIIIDIMM/11411=011 1.=04141011.0111M, 1.1001.04111.411.11.11411111M NIMM.04141.11.1.11 IOW

TRUMP INDICATO \

1.4111111.00111WPMINNMIINAIIMINOM1114.141.14011,00111100111.11411.M94.1101011.M114111.1HIMEN 1.11N /41/.11101

the lid, and the other part to the front of the box (see detail).
Finish the whole article with Lightning Polish or clear varnish

t.ecbre the metal fittings are added.

/77

The part above is the top of
the box. Cut one from
3116in. wood and take out
the mortises A for the

trump indicator.

00r.

1110111.

The spindle at the
side is a trite' of
Ain. rod 2-318in.
long. It fits be-
tween the trump
indicator sides,
and the ends are
crvered by t he
little round buttons
which are cut from

3116in. wood.

The two large upright
Patterns are the sides.
Cut one of each in
3116in. wood Dotted
lines show position of
box sides and bottom

fixed between.

THE PARTS REQUIRED.
All the patterns can be cut from a D panel
of mahogany. price 5d. The trump indicator
(No. 5240) is supplied with fixing rings,
and the catch (No. 5475) is embossed brass
ready to fix. Both are obtainable, with a
pair of hinges and a piece of ivorine for the
overlay, complete for 1/9 post free. Ask at
any Hobbies Branch or port your order to

Hobbies Ltd., Dereham. Norfolk.

This is the handsome em-
bossed ornament ard catch
to fix under the lid as des-
cribed. Order No. 5475.

This is a detail of
the way the box is
constructed. and how
the lid is hinged.
Note also the posi-
tion of, the catch

mentioned above.
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STAMPS commemorating the anni-
versaries of notable events. lose
much of their significance in a

country that makes too much of a
habit of such issues. The United
States Postal Department permits
itself the luxury of four commemora-
tive stamps per annum ; some of the
events and persons pitched upon for

the honour haVe
little renown be-
yond the bound-
aries of the States,
and the issues
evoke little en-
thusiasm in other
countries. It may,
however, be said
of the Pulaski

Gazers!! Pulaski, the stainPolish patriot. who p, which has
assisted the American just been issued,
colonists in their War of that its appear -

Independence. ante is unusually
attractive. In size it conforms to the
modest dimensions of the ordinary
current postage stamps ; the denom-
ination is only 2 cents. In a plain oval
frame, below which is the name-
General Pulaski-appears the por-
trait of a youngish man with long hair
brushed well back ; a dear little
butterfly moustache, which ill befits
the character of the man as it is
handed down to us, sits upon his
upper lip ; and the luxurious fur
collar of a cav-
alry cloak en
velops his neck.
Above and be.
hind the portrai t
appear the flags
of the United
States and
Poland, and, on
either side, the
significant dates,
1748-1779, de-
note the limited
span Of the
hero's life.

The crowded page of history con-
tains so many names that only 'the
most famous can expect to echo
round the world for ever. You may
therefore be excused, gentle reader,
if Pulaski conjures up no vivid
picture in, your mind. And yet

V.n zu.la stamp sliming a
portrait of Miranda, the
pioneer of revolt in South

America.

Mark all envelopes con-
taining stamp queries with
the word " Stamps " in
the top left-hand corner.

i TWO GREAT PATRIOTS 1
By P. L. Pemberton.

there was a time when his name was
prominent in the news, for he was a
redoubtable foe of the British in the
American War of Independence, and
eventually met his death through a
British bullet.
Casimir Pulaski.

Casimir Pulaski was a Pole who
devoted his life to the cause of frec
dom. In his own troubled country
he became coin-
rnander-in-chief i$"
of the national
forces in their
§.truggle fdr in-
dependence
from the yoke
of Russia. The
hope was a for-
lorn one, and
when the re-
bellion was 
crushed, Pul-
aski's estates
were seized and Simon Botibai on stamp e'
a price set upon Boliwa, a country which was

his head. He named aft.r him.

escaped and found his way to
France, where he met Benjamin

Corneetition cloaca Fe' ruary 28th.

CASH £850 PRIZES
Ti(IS splendid puzzle is a worthy successor to

the three previous Teasers and will provide
lots of fun and entertainment or the whole
family. The puzzle is to steer your car past
buses, Tramcars. Vans, and Lorries to your own
home. Get your Teaser to -day and win one of
the numerous prizs o ered for the solution of
this perple,ing puzzle.

TIT -BITS
TEASER No. 4

SIXPENCE
On sale at nil Newsagents and Bookstalls, or by
post 7d. from George Names. Ltd.. 8-11,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

February 21st, 1931

Franklin, who soon aroused his
interest in the similar struggle then
being waged by our American
colonies for independence. The year
1777 found him
in America, at-
tached to the
staff of General
Washington. At
the battle of
Branklywine he
distinguished
himself so
greatly that he
w a s commis-
sioned a brig-
adier- gene r al,
and placed in
charge of all
the cavalry forces. He took part in
the battle of Germantown, and was
especially prominent during the
critical winter of 1777-78. He or-
ganised the famous " Polish Legion,"
which consisted of three 'compapici
of horse and three of infantry.
Ordered to South Carolina, in 1779.
he successfully held the city of
Charlestown during the siege, until
reinforcements arrived, but a few
months later he was mortally wounded
while leading a charge at Savannah.
A monument was erected at Savan-
nah, and another at Washington, to
mark American
appreciation of
t h o generous
assistance h
gave to their
cause and-now,
one hundred and
fifty yeaze after
his death, the
fame of Pulaski
is spread 6.
-throughout the Bolivar

stamp.icudote Van
world through
the medium of a postage stamp.
Simon Bolivar, The Liberator.

The story of Pulaski reminds me
that last year was the centenary of
the death of a much more celebrated
patriot, Simon Bolivar, and that,
specialstamps may be issued.

(To be concluded next week-ED.)

Portrait rf Bolivar en
stump of the C,lombian

Slate cf Bolivar.
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Let Your Editor Help You. Address your letters and queries to The Editor, Hobbies,"
Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,11-11, Southampton Street, Strmd, London, W.C.2. All letters and

queries must bear the full name and address of the sender.

Our Free Gift Model Autogiro.
OUR free gift model Autogiro,

presented with HOBBIES dated
January 31st and February 7th,
created an enormous demand. Those
readers who were unable to secure
copies may be glad to know that we
have printed a few extra lappies
which are obtainable for 3d. "post
free from Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Back
Number Dept., Exeter Street, Lon-
don, W.C.2. This supply will not
hold for very long !

Our Model Chevrolet Competition.

AS Y write these notes we have
just received the last deliveries

from the Post Office of our Model
Chevrolet competition. They have
poured in from all parts of the
country, and a large staff is now
busy unpacking the entries ready
for the, judging. Although we
have received, literally, thousands of
entries, I want to assure my readers
that we shall carefully examine
every entry, and we shall do it
without delay. The result will be
definitely published in our issue dated
March 7th
Can You Write an Article ?
AFEW weeks ago I- appealed to

my readers to put into article
form any special model or method
of doing a particular job. Quite a
number of interesting articles were
sent in, and each of those readers
will receive a guinea after publica-
tion of their articles. I hope readers
will continue to send me contri-
butions of this nature. This is a
fine chance for thOse with literary
inclinations to get their foot upon
the first rung of the journalistic.
ladder. But please note that the
matter must be original. I do not
want you to write articles on
hackneyed subjects. I have no
doubt that many of you can get your
schoolmasters or your handcraft
masters to help you if you are in
difficulty regarding the preparation
of the manuscript.
Send Your Suggestions.
T THINK every reader of HOBBIES

will agree that it is the only
practical paper which caters for such

a wide diversity of subjects. It not
only tells you " how," but also
" why." If there is any subject
in which you are keenly interested,
please let me know and I will
arrange to have an article on that
subject if it proves to be in jwneral
demand. I have already arranged
for articles on the microscope,
the talkies, brazing, taking cinema-
tograph films, cycling, camping , and
model bbats. I should appreciate
it very pinch if you would show
Hossms to your schoolmaster and

NEXT WEEK.

FREE Design Sheet for a
JACOBEAN STOOL

A LONG-DISTANCE BIPLANE

HOW TALKIES ARE MADE

MODEL AEROPLANE TOPICS

BRAZING AT HOME

A TWO -VALVE WIRELESS
SET. Etc., Etc.

let me know what he thinks about it.
He may have some valuable advice
to offer as to how the paper may be
made of even wider interest.
Next Week's Design Chart.

ASMALL
stool in Jacobean. style

forms the subject of the
design sheet given with next week's
issue. A stool is useful in every
home, and the one we haVe designed
is sturdily constructed and makes
a presentable piece of furniture.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.
History of the World's Land Speed Record.

A. S. (Nuneaton) wants to know when the
world's land speed record first started. The

first record was created in 1898 by Chameleon-
Laubat on a Jeantaud, the speed being 39.24
m.p.h. It was broken in 1899 by Jenatzy on
a Jenatzy at a speed of 41.42 m.p.h., Chasse-
haup-Lanbat on a Jeantaud at 43.69 m.p.h.;
Jenatzy on a Jenatzy at 49.42 m.p.h., Chasse-
loup-Laubat at 58.25 m.h.p., Jenatzy
on a Jenatzy at 85.82 m.p.h. After a
lapse of three years it was broken by Serpollet
on a Serpollet at 75.06 m.p.h., Vanderbilt, on
a Mors at 76.08 m.p.h., Founder on a Mors
at 76.60 m.p.h., Augieres on a Mors at 77.13
m.p.h. In 1903 by A. Duray, on a Gobron-
Brillie at 84.21 m.p.h., Ford on a Ford at 91.37
m.p.h.; 1904 by Vanderbilt on a Mercedes at
92.30 m.p.h., Rigolly on a Gobron-Brillie at
93.20 m.p.h., Baron de Caters on a Mercedes
at 97.26 m.p".h., Rigolly on a Gobron-Brillie
at 103.56 m.p.h., Baras on a Darraeq at
104.53 m.p.h.; 1905 by Hemery on a Darraeo
at 109.65 m.p.h. T ese distam es were over
1 kilometer. The follow ng  ere over the 1
mile distance: Bowden on a Mercedes at 109.75
m.p.h. ; in 1906 by 'Marriott on a Stanley
at 121.67 m.p.h. ; 1909 by Hemery on a
Benz at 125.9 m.p.h.; 1910 by Oldfleld
on a Benz at 131.72 m.p.h. ; 1911 by Burman
so a Benz at 144.73 m.p.h.; 1919 by de
Palma on a Packard at 149.87 m.p.h.; 1920
by Milton on a Duesenberg at 156.04 m.p.h.
The following were over the 1 kilo. :-
1922 by Guinness on a Sunbeam at 129.17
m.p.h.; 1924 by Thomas en a Leyland -
Thomas at 128.73 m.p.h., R. Thomas on a
Delage at 143.31 m.p.h., Eldridge on a Fiat at
145.90 m.p.h. 1925 by Campbell on a Sun-
beam at 150.86 m.p.h.; 1926 by Segrave on
a Sunbeam at 125.33 m.p.h., Thomas on a
Higham at 169.23 m.p.h., Thomas on a Highain
at 171.09 m.p.h. ; 1927 by Campbell on a
Napier -Campbell at 174.88 m.p.h. TI e fol-
lowing were over the 1 m le :---Segrave
otr a Sunbeam at 203.79 m.p.h.; 1928 by
Campbell on a Napier -Campbell at 206.95
m.p.h., Keech on a White -Triplex at 207.55
m.p.h. ; 1929 by Segrave on an Irving Special
at 231.44 m.p.h. Tue latter was o'er the 1
kilo. 1931 by Malcolm Gam,bell at 245.736

.h.
Model Airship Envelopes.

Model airship envelopes, W. A. (Dublin),
ire obtainable from Messrs. Wm. Appleby es -
Co., 217-219, Jesmond Road, Newcastle -on -
Tyne.
Painting Canvas Canoe.

Both sides of the canvas material of the;
canoe should be painted, C. V. (Dundee).)
The frame must be painted before stretching
the skin. Ordinary paint is used, but see
that the white -lead is good and not half
whiting. Use plenty of boiled oil for the last
coat.
How Many Kinds of Animals?

Au unusual query comes to hand from L. S.
(Manchester), who wants to know how many
different kinds of animal life exist. In 1830,
when Darwin was beginning the investigations
which led to the Origin of Species," there
were 73,588 different forms of animal life
known to natur.l history. This total in -
eluded 49,100 species of insects, 11,000 of
molluscs, `3,600 of birds, and 3,500 of dishes.
Fifty years later, just before Darwin died, the
total had increased to 311,653; the birds and
fishes had grown to 11,000 each, molluscs to
33,000, and insects to 220,150. There were
then knOwn 8,070 different species of spiders
alone. Since 1880 the number of new species
discovered each year has averaged 12,000, and
there are now catalogued and described about
600,000 different forms of animal life.
Solder and Flux for Wireless Connections.

Solder of the blowpipe type should be used,
and, for preference, resin as a flux. In no
ease should spirits of salts be used. This is
in replyto H. G. (Harrogate).
A Query about Locusts.

The locust's existence, A. L. (Belfast) Is
four years, but it only really lives a
month. It exists underground for two or
three years; then it spends another year
baring a tunnel to the surface. When it
reaches the light of day it develops amaz-
ingly, but in five weeks its life is over.
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CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS, Machines, " HINTS FOR HOME DECORATORS. -- STAMPS.

Accessories. Lists Free. Sample Film, Best book obtainable. Full instructions IX TRIANGULAR STAMPS. 6d. Largela.-Filmeries, 57, Lancaster Road, Leyton- on Painting, Paperhanging, Staining, Graining, S List free.-Felix Sykes, New Barnet.
atone. Varnishing. Enamelling. Signwriting, Polishing,

Colour Washing, etc., and scores of tips, hints
and recipes for decorating the home through-
out, 144 pages, price Is. post free.-Texalo
Co. (Dept. 32), Blackpool.

-/50PRINTED MEMOS or Billheads,
poet free, Is. Write for list. -Ling.

Printer, Haverhill.
PATENTING INVENTIONS.-Handbook

free. King's Patent Agency, Ltd.. Ward
robe Chambers. E.C.4.

GRAMOPHONES, Motors,. Fittings, -
I --1 Records. Catalogue free. Cash or
terms. Build £12 model for £3. Instruc-
tions, 3d.-C. H. Burt. 185, High Street,
Deptford. London.

MAKE Money Picture Framing, Tray and
Furniture Making. Grand Guide and

List. Poet. Free. 6d.-Watkins, Provider,
Newport, Mon.

DEFEAT ORDERS every post. Seven
1 beautiful Coloured Inks, post. free, 7M.;
2 sets. ls.-Hacketts. 23, July Road, Liverpool.

CO NJ U IL I N GI Catalogue Free.-Messrs.
li Vandy, Hastings.
A IRCRAFT APPRENTICES. -500 vacan-
r1 cies are now available for boys of
good education (between 15 and 17 years of
age on August 1st, 1931) for training as
skilled crafisman. Good training, pay and
prospects. Examination at local centres.
Full perticultri from Royal Air Force (Air-
craft Apprentices' Dept., H.0.). Gwydyr
House, Whitehall, London, 8.W.1.

10000 horsepower petrol motor, part
, -machined castings, Os. 9d. Cata-

logue 3d.-H. Madison (Motors), Wade Street,
Littleover, Derby.

YOU Can Use Your Spare -time to start a
Maji Order Business that quickly brings

you a AM time income. Few pounds capital
only needed ; no samples or outfits " to
buy ; no rent, rates or canvassing. New method
makes success certain. Send to -day for free
booklet-Business Service Institute, Dept. 54.
6, C.,rtrelite Street, E.C.4.
BOYS.-Post 2s. 6d, for Safety Pistol and

Cartridges. - Buchanan's,, Kessington.
Bearsden, Glasgow.
IV/ANTED, by John Noble Ltd., Organisers
W of Weekly Clubs. The Ideal Club leads

for value 1 Big commission, little trouble. no
expense. Marvellous bargains in Fashions.
Furniture, Footwear. Bedding, Outfitting,
etc. Over 50 Years' Reputation for Value
and Service. Send p.c. now for new catalogue
and particulars.-John Noble. Ltd (Dept
A. 177). Manehester

FREE.-Collector: early and medium will
like my approvals. 50 different to genuine

applicants for approvals sending postage.-
Bowden, Wyear, Bedale, Yorks.

STAMPS FREE I Twenty Unused Co onials,
" Neurope."-G. H. Barnett, Limington,

Somerset.

STAMPS.-Set 4 Persia Air Mail, 6d. List
free.-Gould, 75, Shirley Road, Aortas

Green. Birmingham.

114 AND 5a. K. G. Great Britain, Od.
GA/ poet free to applicants for selected
British colonial Stamps and id. each.-E. W.
Smell. 32, Downhills Park Road, London, N.17,

FREE. -110 Different, including Boy King,
Airport. Send 3d., requesting approvals.

-Leslie's, 8, Granard Road, S.W.12.

100 STAMPS FREE appM ants of ap-
provals. Postage lid.-Flatau, Tudor

House. 27, Station Road, Wood Green. N.22.

When replying to advertise-
matts please mention

" Hotbies."

" BAN3 GUIDE " REPAIRS
gives useful hints on the Bugle, Mum and to
Fife, also Parade Formations, Use of all
Parade cane, Staff, etc. Free and post free. Iklusicat

HENRY POTTER & CO., Instruments.
36/8, West Street, Charing Cross Road, PRICE LIST

LONDON, W.C.2. - free.

THROW AWAY YOUR BRACES!
Why be bothered with the irritation and discomfort of old-fashioned
braces and belts? Throw them away and wear the "SPAN " Patent
HALF -Belt Bra. It is the perfect modern way to support trousers.
,You will be surprised and delighted with the freedom of movement
it gives you, the extra chest expansion, and the improved hang of
,your trousers. One "SPAN " BRACER does for any number of
.pairs of trousers. Quickly interchangeable, yet once fixed always in
position. For flannels, breeches, evening dress or business wear.
Amazingly comfortable' Made of fittest silk web elastic, adiustable,

lasts for years.

You look and feel a different man
when wearing a *extent HALF -BELT FREE

'SPAN.'
Fr eleigntrapo.8,1

The 'SPAN'
In Black, Grey or White, with set of self -fixing threadless buttons
(additional sets of buttons 3d. per set). Give waist measurement.
Enclose cheque or postal order.

THE SPAN BRACER CO.,
(Dept. H), Castle Green, Bristol, England.

Trade enquiries invited.

Assets exceed

113,000,000

Claims Paid :

Over 145,000,000

"EVERYTHING in Life has its
COMPENSATIONS."-(Emerson.)

Yes, but EVERY PERSON " in Life " should
have a Policy to provide the " COMPENSATION "

IN THE

GENERAL
Accident, Fire and Life

ASSURANCE CORPORATION, LIMITED,

whose Policies cover every contingency.

Chief 'Offices:
GENERAL BUILDINGS, PERTH, SCOTLAND.

GENERAL EWLDINGS, ALDWYCH,
LONDON, W.C.2.

NORIE-MILLER. J.P., F.E.i.S..
Director and Genera! Manager

Printed by NEWK&S & PEARsON PRINFING Co., LTD., Exmoor street, Ladbroke Grove, W.10. and published by GEORGE NEWNE8, LTD., 8.11, South.
ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: Gordon & °etch, Ltd. South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd,
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To be Completed in 32
Weekly Parts

NEWNES'

HOME

MECHANIC
FOR EVERYONE WHO TAKES
A PRACTICAL INTEREST IN

HIS HOME
Contents of Part 21
Ready Friday Next.

CONSTRUCTION CHART TO MAKE SOME
ATTRACTIVE CARDBOARD MODELS,

also
Things to Make for the Kitchen.
A Hood for the Gas Cooker.
Clothes Airer.
Airing Cupboard.
Plate Rack, Egg Stand.
Clothes Horse.
Electric Burglar Alarm.
An Ornamental Fire Screen.

Newness Home Mechanic deals
with every kind of House Repairs,
and Home Handicrafts. It is
issued in weekly parts which can
afterwards be bound into 4 hand.
some volumes, and when completed
will be worth pounds to every
householder. Do not miss this
opportunity for a fine investment.

Every Friday One Shilling.
On sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls or all pub-
lished parts obtainable from George Newnes, Ltd.,

8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Geo. Newnes, Ltd,

Thursday
is

Thrill
Day
All boys like a
thrill - even the
old boys. Thursday
is Thrill Day be-
cause that is the
day on which
Every Boy's Paper
-THE SCOUT-is
published.

Adventures o n
land and in the air,
on the sea and
under the sea are in
the pages of THE
SCOUT, the paper
that gives the best
stories, articles and
competitions.

Ask your news-
agent for a copy
to -day, then get it
regularly every
Thursday.

EVERY
BOY'S WEEKLY

THE

SCOUT
ON SALE EVERYWHERE

im......mmor Ali  11.1.110.11.1111111MMOI
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The fellow who undertakes modem woodwork
or fretwork has no dull time. He is happy
with his set of tools making practical articles
of everyday usefulness. Father and son
combine to turn out firescreens, wireless
cabinets, footstools, clocks, etc., and find that
a Hobbies Fretmachine is a real factory in
the home. Any keen craftsman can afford
one-they turn spare time into money without
hard work. They are a source of piofit to the
handyman, and a delightful pastime for any age.

The Imperial Machine.
A popular type where bOth cutting and
drilling is done, as required, by treadling.
With large table for spare tools.  The
drill operates when pressed on to. the
work, but is ' out of the way when
cutting. A comfortable, easy -running
machint, compact and strong. nno
Ready to use, with accessories. VW*

FREE
LISTS ON
REQUEST

The Ai.
ilt Cy

test of a quarter
f a antury:- Unequaled

for value. Solid ' frank,
rigid, eity running, with:
long wooden arms;Polishcd
cutting table. Suppli6d,
with accessories, en1
ready to use. JU/..

HOBBIES February 21st, 1931

Obtainable
under easy
payment
terms.
Ask for lis! of
easy ter4,--
55. down and
's. 6d. weekly.
.Freee on apiqf 

The I.D.L. Machine.
A modern machine with steel frame and
arms. Treadle drilling and cutting.
Long arias and side wings for large
work. Ea;y running. Latest saw grip
and tension device. A wonderful
machine at the price. Ready to qt.,
use, with spare blades and tools.

Obtainable
through leading
ironmongers and
stores, Hobbies.
Branches, 'or by
rail from Hobbies
Ltd., Dereham,
NorLIk.

HOBBIES BILITIShl.M4DE

FRETNIACHINES
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